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See the wild side of

SOUTH AFRICA
Going on safari is the thrill of a lifetime, and in South Africa there

are abundant game viewing options—on foot, in open-air vehicles,

and even on elephant-back. No matter which you choose, the

memories of life in the bush will stay with you forever.

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE

The best known safari destination in

South Africa is Kruger National Park.

Located in the northeast corner of

the country along the border with

Mozambique, this remarkable con-

servation area spans the provinces of

Mpumalanga and Limpopo, with more

than 7,500 square miles of Land and

16 distinct natural regions. The south-

ern end of the park, which has the

most developed tourism facilities, is

the most visited.

Sou ft? Africa is idealfor viewing the "Big Five * in

their natural habitat

Kruger is a renowned location for “Big

Five" viewing: lion, leopard, elephant,

buffaLo, and rhinoceros. In addition,

you can spot giraffes, zebras, ante-

lopes, wildebeests, and more birds

than you can keep track of. Elephant-

back safaris are offered at the park, as

weLL as the more traditional walking

and driving safaris, and accommoda-

tions range from basic campsites to

luxury safari lodges, with prices to suit

every budget.

Northern Kruger Park has begun

drawing safari Lovers in the know.

Here, in the shrubby mopaneveld,

sand forest, and dense tropicaL

Rating leopard in Sabi Sand Reserve

forests, youTt find great herds of

elephants and buffaLo, plus rare

antelope species. Because there are

far fewer lodges, and safari vehicles

are relatively new to the area, the

animals here are a bit more reclusive,

but great animal sightings are always

a possibility.

PRIVATE RESERVES

If you're prepared to spend a little

[ora Lot) more, South Africa aLso has

many private game reserves and

upscaLe Lodges. These conservation

areas offer a higher Level of Luxury and

unparalleled guided bush experience

while remaining committed to con-

servation and community. Sabi Sand

Game Reserve, for one, provides

high-end accommodations along

Kruger's southwest border. Though

it's private, few fences separate the

reserve from Kruger, meaning that

animals traverse the border freeLy.

Other game reserves such as BaluLe t

Timbavati, Thornybush, Kapama,

and Shamwari are Located within the

Waterberg and Cederberg municipali-

ties and Pilansberg National Park.

Visit SouthAfncajiGtto plan your next

wild journey.



This is what unforgettable

memories are made of...

The joyful interruption of an afternoon swim by animals

so close you can put your zoom lens away.

Go to www.southafrica.net
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From gas and groceries to flights and fine dining, there are

hundreds of ways to earn every day from Hilton HHonorsT

Our partnerships with airlines, credit cards, restaurants and

retailers make it so every little purchase - not just hotel

stays - can get you closer to your paradise,

> EARN points flying with over 60 airlines.

> EARN points dining at 1000's of restaurants, bars and clubs,

> EARN points shopping at your favorite stores.

> EARN points by using a Hilton H Honors credit card.

> US E points at over 3,900 hotels and resorts worldwide.

>>> ENROLL AT HHONORS.COM >>>
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BEHIND THE SCENES

Rocking the boat: RobertPennicott, a fisherman turnedphilanthropist, at home in Tasmania.

C EDITOR’S NOTE 3

TheEnvelope, Please

S
everal years ago I was in Tasmania having lunch with Robert Pennicott,

a former fisherman who operates Pennicott Wilderness Journeys, We
had just come in from a rough ride through the waters of the Tasman
Sea, and he was speaking passionately about using some of his profits to

preserve Bruny Island and its natural environment— of using tourism
as a force for good. Here at Traveler

;
we think Pennicott represents an

emerging trend* As the global economy continues to struggle, many of us are

traveling with a purpose, with the goal ofmaking a difference in others' lives. To

recognize such explorers, in this issue we introduce our first annual ^Travelers of

the Year” feature (page 86) . which celebrates extraordinary people doing remark-

able things while traveling, each selected with the help of reader nominations and

a blue-chip advisoiy board (see page ,93 for details). IPs no surprise that Pennicott

made the list—and not because he kept me afloat on the choppy South Pacific,

Last year he led the first-ever circumnavigation ofAustralia by rubber dinghy; in

the process, he raised nearly $300,000 toward eradicating polio. He spends at

least a quarter of his net profits on conservation and humanitarian causes.

Among our other honorees are the founder ofWalking4Water, who is trekking

from South Africa to Egypt to support a nonprofit that delivers fresh water to peo-

ple in developing nations, and a teacher who invited a Maasai safari guide she had

befriended to teach her Colorado students about his way of life. They all have been

inspired by travel to give back. In turn, we hope their stories will inspire you to

travel for the greater good. We look forward to expanding the program in the com-
ing years—and to getting readers and travelers more involved. Who knows? Maybe
next year I’ll be writing about you. —keith bellows

C FOREIGN DESK ]

BOMBAY
DREAMS

This summer the latest

international edition of
Truvder launched in India.

We asked our new colleague

in Mumbai, Editor in Chief
Niloufcr Vcnltalraman, to

share a few surprises about
her native dly and country.

A MOVABLE FEAST

Winter is perfect for exploring

Mumbai's lanes and alley's,

and, when 1 can, 1 like to wan-
der and experience real life in

the back streets. At nightyou
must visit the street food stalls

ofMohammed Ali Road in the

Minara Masjid area. Even if

you eat no thing, the kebabs,

desserts, and crowds offer a

fantastic slice of local life.

BAZAAR BEHAVIOR

Lalbaugs masala galli (spice

lane)—particularly near the
spice-pounding machines—is

a sensory adventure. Watch
from a safe distance : The air

is so thick with the aroma of

spice blends, iCs difficult to

breathe. Tt’s worth rising at

dawn to discover the Dadar
flower market’s mountains of

marigolds, jasmine, roses,

gladiolus—and the cacophony
ofan Indian bazaar.

SPIRITUAL ASCENT

A favorite quick escape is a
hike in the Western Ghats,

a range of low, rugged hills

across the west coast of India

that recently was designated a

World Heritage site. Most of
its ancient rock-cut caves

and historic forts can be

reached only on foot. For a
longer break, nothing beats

the Himalaya. From the lower

hills ofthe Kumaon to the

high mountains of Ladakh
and Spiti [above], the land-

scapes and cultural richness

arc a true spiritual experience.

OUR MISSION NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELER REPORTS ON DESTINATIONS OF DISTINCTION AND CHARACTER, AND WE SUPPORT EFFORTS TO KEEP THEM THAT WAY-
BELIEVING THAT TO ENHANCE AN AUTHENTIC SENSE OF PLACE WILL BENEFIT BOTH TRAVELERS AND THE LOCATIONS THEY VISIT. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT

TR,iVEL.A\AriOnALGEOGRAPHIC.COM/TRAVEL/SL'STAIA'AELE.
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TRAVEL TALK

Seeing Hoih Sides

A
PHOTO OF ST, PETERSBURG’S CtlUrch oftlie

Resurrection of Christ, which appeared in

’‘From Russia With Love” (October 2012,

above), caught the eye ofThomas Rauch of

Grosse Point©, Mich. “I think the picture of the church

was transposed,” he noted, “My photos show the

reverse orientation”A quick image search seemed
to support Rauch’s claim, but our photo editors were

confident there hadn’t been a mix-up. Intrigued, our

researchers dug deeper and unearthed a couple of

illuminating details: Our photo shows the main
entrance, which looks much the same as its back and,

against tradition, faces north. Typically, Orthodox

churches welcome visitors on the west, but the

architect had wanted to lionor

the spot where Emperor
Alexander II was assassinated

(hence the landmark's other

name, Church ofthe Sarior on
Spilled Blood).

slice of life When you

print an article about deep-

dish pizza in Chicago (Local

Flavor, August/September
2012), a helping of outcry is

inevitable. ‘"Not mentioning

Giordanos famous stuffed piz-

za is a disgrace)
1

wrote Gene
Roach of Atlantic City, NJ.

“The Boglio brothers came

to Chicago in the ’60s and, in

197^ }
opened Giordano's using

their mothers recipe for pizza

pic from Torino, Italy.*

smile train Costas Christ's

column about Bhutan's “Gross

National Happiness” model

(Tales From the Frontier,

October 2012) struck a chord

with Ken Thompson of Pitts-

burgh, Pa. “I appreciated your

uncertain stance about Bhu-

tan’s policies and its realities,”

he wrote. “There is a part of

the story you may not know—
ofNepali Bhutanese refugees.

They are now the largest

ethnic group at my psychiatry

clinic. Their plight is heart-

wrenching. These folks are

true travelers, though not by

choice. Even after all these

years, they pine for Bhutan
*

A SHORE THING “Call ofthe

Wild* (August/September

2012), a Minnesota road trip

along the North Shore of Lake

Superior, sparked nostalgia

for former resident Maureen
Briggs, now of Montrose, Colo.

“Along the lakeshore/ she

advised, “newcomers should

watch for several waterfalls

that are brown with white

foam—aka Minnesota's leg-

endary "root beer' falls, which

get their coloring from tan-

nins seeping into the water

from the forest trees.”

fear factor In “WhatAm I

Doing Here?” (October 2012),

Andrew' McCarthy wrote

about faring his fears through

travel. The essay resonated

with readers: “Like Andrew,

my fear comes from within,

not the place I’m in or its

people,* wrote Tern Radecki

of Warren, Pa. “His essay gives

me the confidence to rise

above my doubts.”

£ reader’s choice /|

REFRESHER
COURSES

Whether a yoga retreat in

India or an afternoon hike

through the woods, travel

does a body good.

When we asked where
you go to fed better, mind

or body the feedback was an
instant mood booster-

“Orta recent three-week trip

to Europe with my husband,
one ofthe h igh lights was
swimming in Lake Bled,

Slovenia. Bled is a relaxed

and quiet town, and we
visited an amazing

thousand-year-old castle

above the lake, II w as a
perfect place to chill nut on
a whirlwind tour ofEurope.”

MARY BECKER
LA MESA, CALIF.

“I could return time and
again to the Silver Bank,
Dominican Republic in

fact, I’m planning my fourth

visit now. There really is

nothing like floating in a

calm sea while staring into

the eye ofa humpback whale
[above] to remind you of

life’s mysteries and beauty.”

HEATHER RESER
BRISTOL, J N IX

“No matter the weather or

time ofyear, visiting my
hometown ofNew York City

makes me feel more alive,

more satisfied, more
excited. Being surrounded
by the en ergy and beauty of
the city always renews me.”

BARBARA A. PAFUNDI
PALM HARBOR. FLA.

99
NEXT QUESTION; Where in the

world ’wouldyou most love

to travel in 2013? E-mail
travel taik@ ngs.org.

TALK TO US E-MAIL: TRAVEL TALKditNGS.ORG. TWITTER: &NATGEOTRAVELER FACEBOOK: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELER . LETTERS: TRAVEL TALK EDITOR, NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELER . 1145 17TH ST. N.W. WASHINGTON. DC 2 U 0aG- 4 tiSbt. INCLUDE ADDRESS AND DAYTIME TELEPHONE NUMBER. LETTERS WE PUBLISH MAY BE

EXCERPTED OR EDITED. SUBSCRIBER SERVICES; NGTSER VICE.COM OR CALL *00-NOS-LINE <G47-546!t).
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CUENCA
itadti ufi muiiJo!

THE HIDDEN TREASURE OF THE ANDES

Discover in the southern Ecuadorian Andes, a city full of life,

charm and tradition: Cuenca, a World Heritage Site since

1999. With a privileged location and landscape, this city

watered by four rivers offers visitors history, beautiful

architecture, stunning nature, delicious food and fun for the

whole family. Cuenca is definitely a destination that surprises

and fascinates...

Visit Cuenca and discover a world!

CUENCA

www.cuencaecuador.com.ee

/cuencaturismo ^(SJturismocuenca
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ess thanthree percent That's the portion of the world's oceans now set asidS
for conservation—a stnall safety net that ecologists are working to increase.

Joining a wave of new marine reserves* Australia recently designated 382,000
square miles in the Coral Sea to preserve an area of fish-haloed seamounts,

turtle nesting areas, and 25 reefs where most commercial fishing and extractive

activities will now be prohibited, Snorkelers and ecotourists closer to American

’-'shores have welcomed the Caribbean Challenge Initiative, an impressive effort by
ten governments with the goal of protecting 20 percent of their coastal shelfby
2020. And California recently established some 1,027 square miles ofnew marine

protected areas, capping offthe U.S.’s largest such network. The network will limit

habitat destruction in nearly a hundred places like the Farallon Islands and Point

Reyes* So where's this current headed? s

‘We’lf see the creation of more reserves/
1

says marine ecologist and National Geographic explorer-in-residence Enric Sala.

“Governments see that it's good for their Image, and communities see that reserves

create jobs and raise more revenue than overfishing” —rhett register
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Grimm Reaping

Along GermanyW
Grimm trailt

gnarledforests
envelop half-

timbered villages

such asMunden.

C
allinganyonewho has ever daydreamed about bread crumb trails: Hansel

and Gretel wannabes need look no farther than Germany's Marchenstrasse,

a 370-mile route snaking through the forests and valleys ofthe central

Hessen region that inspired the Grimm brothers, who first published their

famous tales 200 years ago this December. On this ^Fairy-Tale Road” north of

Frankfurt, travelers choose their own endings at storybook villages such as the Pied

Pipers Haineln and at Knallhutte tavern, where the librarian brothers compiled

lore at the hearth ofan elderly storyteller. But fairy tales have no real sense of time

or place, says Burkhard Kling ofthe Brothers Grimm House in Steinau, so purists

shouldn't expect to decipher precise settings. What visitors can seek: Cinderella's

Polle castle ruins glow like the heroine's gown; guests can sleep in a four-poster

bed in Sleeping Beauty's turret in Sababurg. As in any Grimm tale, the plot thick-

ens at every turn: Hikers can trace Snow White's escape route past spindly trees,

and these days cyclists thread Kniill forest, the lair ofthe big bad wolf. —kaytsukel
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Melbourne's

Luna Park marks
a century of
merry madness.
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THE MILESTONE

Over the Moon

SMART TRAVELER

C
oney islanlvs luna park isn't an only child. It has two Australian siblings still

operating today—one in Sydney, another in Melbourne* On December 13,

Melbourne's Luna Park turns 100 . Opened in St. Kilda, an affluent area in the

Edwardian and Victorian eras, the seaside amusement center was modeled
on Brooklyn's whimsical playground* The park originally focused on entertaining

adults—it was popular during the Second World War with local soldiers seeking

one last wild night before being shipped out—but it shifted in the seventies to

become the family-friendly folly it remains today. The landmark continues to usher

visitors through the gaping mouth of Mr. Moon and onto the Scenic Railway the

world's oldest continuously operating roller coaster, which opened with the park

in 1912. Executive Director Mary Stuart has the kind of long-standing history with

the place that resonates with locals: “I remember coming to Luna Park as a girl,

but my first memory isn't a beautiful one— I threw up after going on the Rotor!”

Centennial celebrations will culminate in December. But even ifyou're late to that

party, the park's glimmering carousel and Amazing Mirror Maze promise that

timeless thrills will carry on into a second century, —rachel friedman
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Richmond’s Wrinkle in Time

T
he sesquicentennial
ofthe Chi l War casts a

bright light on the one-

time capital ofthe

Confederacy, hut Richmond
today looks nothing like the

decimated city in Steven

Spielbergs Lincoln, filmed

here. Explore Richmond’s

history and culture by visit-

ing Carytown. Begin your

explorations along Monument
Avenue, a grand boulevard

lined by trees and punctuated

by statuary; walk and discover

the city’s mix of old and new.

0 Virginia Historical Society

Founded in 1831, this gem has

risen from regional center to

national stature thanks to its

collection of artifacts from

colonial days to the present.

You can watch conservators at

work on the massive memori-
al murals, “The Four Seasons

of the Confederacy”

Oft 1,000

0 m 200

0 Virginia Museum of Fine

Arts In the heart ofthe city’s

Museum District, the VMFA
recently underwent a $150
million expansion. Its famous

Faberge collection is on inter-

national tour, but its gallery of

Tiffany glass will delight, par-

ticularly in juxtaposition with

this winter’s major exhibition

of Chihuly sculpture. At the

museum’s restaurant, Amuse,

look for such seasonal dishes

as Rappahannock curry fried

oysters,

0 Byrd Theatre The national

historic landmark leads off a

vibrant, eight-block stretch of

West Cary Street lined with

shops and restaurants. Built

in 1928, the Bjad is open 365

days a year for second-run

VirginiaMuseum
ofFineArts

and classic films, festivals,

and Saturday night concerts

featuring its Wurlitzer organ,

“It’s easy to get caught up in

the ornate decor” says general

manager Todd Schall-Vess,

“but this isn’t a museum. This

theater is still doing what it

did 84 years ago,”

O World of Mirth “Look at

this !
” is what you'll say as you

wander through a toy store

that stocks an anything-buf-

the-kitchen-sink array offun

gifts and playthings. Cases in

point: bandages that look like

bacon, pool floats made to

look like glazed doughnuts*

0 Chop Suey Books This

funky, two-story bookstore
has a mantra of“gently used”

but there’s a smattering of

new, too, with a focus on art,

photography, design, food,

local Richmond lore, and

'Tirgin i ana.”

0 Boh land & Graham Owner
Liz Ughetta says her popu-

lar shop’s blend ofmodern,
traditional, and whimsical

proves that “an eclectic as-

sortment of objects can work
in a traditional setting.” Her
home decor offerings range

from Georgian chests to 18th-

century Scottish grandfather

clocks to 1930s medical

instruments and industrial-

era decorative pieces*

0 Acacia Mid-town Sleek

design sets a sophisticated

scene for chef Dale Reitzer’s

creative southern fare

anchored on local seafood (the

owner drives

soft-shell crabs

back from his

favorite source

on the coast)*

Acacia has a $25
prix fixe, three-

course dinner

that makes for a

budget-friendly

culinary thrill*

0 Fan District Named for

the fan-shaped layout of its

streets, this picturesque, cozy

neighborhood ofcentuiy-old

town houses, many artfully

restored over the years, is the

perfect setting for a stroll

.

—Randy Johnson
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AN AMAZING VIEW
OF THE AMAZON

JUNGLE FROM 30 METERS
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In the Palestinian

city ofBethlehem,

the grotto beneath

the Church ofthe
Nativity ijt revered

as the believed

birthplace ofJesus.

w t*% it *®-tm
p v 'r^lv

THE PLACE

Hark! The Heritage Angle

C
onsider itan early holiday gift for Bethlehem: The Church of the Nativity

has achieved World Heritage status. After decades of dispute, the news sig-

nals glad tidings for at least one group—preservationists* Dating to 339 over

the site of the believed birthplace of Jesus, the mosaic-floored church also

landed on the World Heritage in Danger list, the neglect of its leaky roof a testa-

ment to its position at the crossroads ofWest Bank strife* Six miles south of Jeru-

salem, Bethlehem's twisting streets are hemmed by razor wire and entered through

Israeli checkpoints* Yet travelers can move freely along the area's pilgrimage route,

which also includes Shepherds' Field, where the Bible says angels extolled the

babes birth. Armenian, Greek Orthodox, and Roman Catholic communities share

the sacred grotto for incense-wreathed services* At Manger Square, a. Christmas

tree towers near a mosque (the city is now mostly Muslim), and shops sell biblical

olive woodcarvings, says Suzan Sahori of the Bethlehem Fair Trade Artisans* “For

centuries, woodcarvers have offered a bit of holiness to take home*
3
' —lori erickson
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Belle of the Balls

W
ITH A million or so

revelers gathered to

cheer its drop this

New Year's Eve, New
York City's Times Square Ball

will pulse until 32.256 LEDs
(light-emitting diodes), burn-

ing roughly the energy ofjust

two conventional home ovens

cranked to full blast for one

hour. The ball boasts other

impressive digits , too:

One billion-plus people around

the world watch the telecast

each year.

16 million hues shine from

inside its geodesic aluminum
frame, which measures 12

feet across and weighs nearly

six tons. The pole it descends

is 130 feet tall.

2,688 Waterford crystal tri-

angles adorn the ball (above),

engraved with inspirational

images such as people hold-

ing hands.

179 years ago, the tradition

of “time balls” begau atop the

Royal Observatory in Green-

wich, England, helping sail-

ors set their chronometers.

Two wartime “dim-outs” idled

the ball in 1942 and '43, when
chimes clanged at midnight

instead.

Seven balls have dropped since

the 1907 original, including

one covered in rhinestones

and a “Big Apple” ball with

red bulbs and a stem,

—Rkett Register

THE IDEA

Homeward Bound

A
fternearlyA century abroad, Machu Picchu’s treasures are going home. By
the end of 2012, Yale University is repatriating to Peru all of the 40,000
artifacts and fragments excavated by professor (and National Geographic

explorer) Hiram Bingham in the early 1900s. The collection ofMachu
Picehu treasures will return to Cusco, once the capital of the Inca Empire, and will

be housed and exhibited for the public in the Museo Casa Concha, an Inca palace

turned colonial mansion near the city's main square, the Plaza de Armas,

Yale's decision keeps pace with a trend to

restore contested antiquities to their places of

origin. “IPs returning to the family you could

say” says Richard Burger, curator of South

American archaeology at Yale’s Peabody Muse-
um, who is overseeing the transfer. About 360
ceramic, gold, and stone objects are already on

display in Casa Concha. While travelers pause

in Cusco before embarking on the Inca Trail,

they can visit Casa Concha to see a diorama that depicts one of Bingham's Machu
Picchu excavations and study potteryjars painted with Incan geometric symbols,

a silver plumb bob that was likely used in astronomical observations, and a nearly

complete skeleton uncovered at Machu Picchu. —karen carmichael

Ciutco'tt Mujtea Catta Concha millhooti hmtxe artifiictx headed hack to Pertc including a bronze

crescentpendant with curlingwave# (top right), uncovered atMachuPicchu (above).
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GettingOJfon
the WrongFoot

E
veryone in the dining liall of the Amazon
riverboat is staring at me. Actually, not staring,

glaring. At first, I shrug it off. After all, Fm the

lone non-Brazilian among the hundred or so

passengers riding the slow wooden boat down
the Amazon River. Fve been trying my best to

blend in. I even pitched my hammock on the

crowded deck with everyone eke to later sleep,

shoulder to shoulder, under the equatorial stars. If But

still I stick out. So I smile and nod as I seat myself at the

communal dining table in front

ofmy tin-plate meal of rice and
beans—the modest repast that is

included in my $60 ticket for the

thousand-mile journey. I figure if

I acknowledge, in a good-natured

way that all eyes are on me, everybody

will stop looking at me and go back to

the more important business ofeating

lunch. Right?

Wrong. “Senhora, senhora !
”A wiry

man wearing an undershirt is shouting

and pointing at me. I can't understand

what he is trying to tell me. Another

woman takes up the “SenhoraF chorus,

and another, and they are all making
the same odd gesture—patting a hand in the air next to their heads.

My face flushes in embarrassment; Fm in a sea of disapproving

strangers. What have I done to so upset my fellow passengers?

Suddenly, I feel a breeze whoosh over my head as the baseball

cap Td donned for protection from the harsh Amazonian sun lifts.

I turn around, startled, to find it in the hand ofthe first mate. In his

torrent ofwords, I understand three: comer rum chapett—eat no hat.

Then I get it. On a rickety slow boat on the Amazon it's oka) r to

eat lunch in your undershirt. And without shoes, even. But under

no circumstances can you tuck into your beans in Brazil without

taking offyour hat. I make a mental note of this important rule and

add it to that ever lengthening list: Mv Travel Faux Pas.

Really, I try very hard not to make them. I want the people I

meet on the road to focus on me, not on my hahits and behaviors.

Before I go anywhere, whether to another state or another country,

I carefully research the local dos and don ts. Yet I still stumble.

A guidebook says, “At Caribbean parties, it’s polite to arrive late.”

So I turn up an hour past the invitation time only to find my island

hostess still marinating the chicken we'll be eating two hours later—

when the party actually starts. “A kiss on the cheek is the normal

greeting in Paris." Yes, but howmany—one, two, three? I constantly

misfire on the check-peck order; you can tell I’ve been to France by
the bruises on my nose.

Embarrassing, culturally clumsy behavior has been a pitfall for

travelers since people started leaving home. The French are the

ones who have gifted us with the elegant phrase that describes it.

Louis XIV, their Sun King, held lavish balls and was a fanatic about

dance—so much so that li e would banish from Ills court anyone who
made a faux pas, or “false step.” For us travelers, the consequence

ofputting a foot “falsely” or wrong, may not be as terrible as in the

I7th century, but surely it is no less distressing.

I still blanch when I think ofmy linguistic whoppers. Foreign

languages are one ofthe areas where it's almost a given your foot

will not just take a mistaken step—it will land in your mouth. I’ve

never studied French, so I surfmy way through the francophone

world with a combo ofSpanish and Italian grammar and food words

a la fran^aise that I’ve picked up from cookbooks and restaurants.

You’d be suiprised how well this works. Until it doesn’t, I w as on a

roll one day in Corsica, when I stopped

in a restaurant, “Excmez-moi” I said to

the maitre din my rudimentary French.

“May I get a bit oflunch, not a big meal,

just ... un petit dejeuner?”He looked at

me as if I were insane. It was only after

Fd finished that I realized, with a blush,

that I’d asked for breakfast.

Formany ofus, visiting Japan is like

competing in the faux pas Olympics:

Local customs are so nuanced and so

specific that you are sure to trip up.

Fve studied and trained for my visits

there; by the time I arrive, I could pass

an exam in proper bathing technique.

On one trip, I settled myselfinto my
ryokan (inn) and expertly followed the

elaborate footwear routine required of

guests. At the door, I would abandon my shoes for house slippers.

Later, when the need arose, I would diligently change these for

special toilet slippers the Japanese use when they need to step on
the (presumably dirty) bathroom floor. No faux pas here: nothing

but correct steps for me! With a flourish, I would slide my feet

expertly in and out ofslippers without pausing—except to note how
cutesy my Japanese toilet slippers were, with their red vinyl uppers

emblazoned with pink kitties and the word “Toilet
”

Two days, three days of this, and I was feeling the traveler’s pride

ofharing conquered the Everest ofetiquette, when I passed a pair

of fellow guests walking down the lyokan hallway. The Japanese

women looked at me, then looked away uncomfortably. What was
wrong? Puzzled, I glanced down at my feet. Two shocking pink

kitties smiled up at me.

Then the women began to giggle. And so did I. We all knew my
travelers feet were faux pas—literally in the wrong place. But they

understood my heart was not.

In Japan t -wear toilet slippers only in bathrooms.

Daisann McLane divides her time between New York andHongKong: Follow heron Iwitter, @Daisann_McLane.
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Discover the World in a Small Group for Less

More of the World for Less

www. gate 7 travel,com

Small Groups for Less

10-18 Travelers

Active Itineraries & Unique Features

Accommodations with Local Character

32 years of Worldwide Expertise

Colombia • Peru • South East Asia * China • Nepal • Myanmar • Mongolia

Botswana • Zimbabwe • Morocco • Turkey • Croatia • Ireland • Italy

Free Brochures • discovery-tours.com • 877-900-9777
Promotion not valid on existing reservations.
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Basking on the sandy beaches of

Durban's Golden Mile, soaking up

the sun to the hypnotic rhythms

of the waves is what most people

expect from their visit to Durban.

After all, it's what Durban is famous

for. But a pleasant surprise awaits

when you tear yourself away

from your luxurious hotel resort to

explore and experience the urban

side of Durban.

ou r many boutique stores, or visit the vibrant

township markets for a splash of colorful culture.

A harbor cruise is a great way to see the city's

impressive skyline or simply while away the

afternoon enjoying harbor views from one of

Wilsons Wharf's waterside restaurants.

For sundowners the beachfront bars beckon with

hip music and cooling sea breezes. With the

clink of ice and rhythmic rattle of the shaker, Joe

Cool's serves up unique Durbs cocktails, while

on Ushaka Pier Moyo's 360-degree beachfront,

views come with surround-sound sea! At

Wilson's Wharf your drinks are served to the

sights and sounds of this trendy marina, or head

up to Gino s Sky Bar to see the sun go down from

the 33rd floor. You could then slip downstairs

for a unique panoramic dining experience in the

fashionable Roma revolving restaurant.

S
tep out into the colorful sunlit

streets and soak up the sounds of a

city at work and play. A stroll down

the beachfront promenade with its

joggers and trendy coffee shops sets you up for

some serious retail therapy: Durban's famous

malls are a shopaholic's paradise. The Musgrave

Centre lures lovers of limited edition fashion:

the Workshop Shopping Centre has an exciting

mix of African, Indian, and European stores; La

Lucia Mall boasts exclusive elite shopping. And

then there's Durban's big three: The Pavilion has

230 of the funkiest stores around; the Galleria

combines retail giants with exclusive boutiques;

and then there's Gateway—Durban's mega

mall where world-class shopping meets urban

entertainment. Four-hundred stores, arcades,

bowling, an Imax cinema, climbing wall, wave

pool, 4x4 adventure course, and a skate park

designed by skateboarding legend Tony Hawk

—

it all adds up to the ultimate urban cool.

Lunchtime means al fresco dining Durban

style. Enjoy a leisurely lunch on the seafront

or a snack in a street-side cafe. Alternatively

grab a traditional bunny chow ioi great food

on the go. In the afternoon you could pamper

yourself in a luxury spa or head over to the Bat

Centre to watch local artisans create original

objets d'art and perhaps pick up a unique gift.

Durban has a growing reputation for world-

class design so indulge yourself by browsing

n w

L

DURBAN:
UNIQUE URBAN
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Images counterclockwise from top left: luxury

yachts at the Durban marina and Wilson's

Wharf; innovative fashion at the Durban

July—Africa 's premier horseracing event; beach

dining on the Golden Mile; unique couture

by local designers; sophisticated shopping

at the Pavilion; magnificent view from the

Sky Bar at the Roma revolving restaurant

DURBAN
THE WARMEST PLACE TO BE

than luck at the gaming tables with seriously

stylish bars, restaurants, nightclubs, music, and

shows all under one roof. Whatever beat you

dance to we have live music and clubbing for

every groove along with plenty of sophisticated

bars for a quiet drink in good company. Florida

Road attracts the young and trendy; Marine

Parade has everything from cosmopolitan

cocktail lounges to fun sports pubs; and the city's

eclectic mix of nightclubs will carry you through

until the pull of a final nightcap rounds off your

day of exploring urban Durban.

Find out more about Durban by visiting

www.durbanexperien ce. co,za

Eil Like us on Facebook:

Durban the warmest place to be

Indeed fine dining in Durbar means being

spoiled for choice. Whether you want hushed

sophistication, cheerful chatter, or vibrant

live music with your meal we've many

award-winning restaurants and a full range

of international cuisine to choose from—all

accompanied by as tine a selection of wines as

you could wish for. Of course, seafood is our

specialty and you can expect to taste some of

the world's best prawns and calamari—but be

sure to try a traditional Indian curry too.

Durban's nightlife has something for everyone

and lets you throw caution to the wind as you

party along to our laid-back vibe. The applause

erupting from our theaters could be for anything

from world-class opera to riotous comedy or

quirky cabaret. The chink of the chips at both the

Suncoast Casino and Sibaya Casino means more
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Like a Fish out

ofWater

I

TS 8 a.m.-a bit late for 'Veal'' fly fishermen to be

starting the day, but we’re on vacation. More to the

point, weYe not real fly fishermen. My wife, Betty,

claims some experience fishing for crabs with a

string and chicken necks as a kid in Georgia, and I

spent many hours in my youth with a rod and reel

casting for bass on small lakes in Texas. But both

of our “skills’* share only the word “fishing” with

what we wall be doing this morning on the Middle Provo

River near Park City, Utah. It’s the equivalent of having

prepared for a debut concert at

Carnegie Hall with one night of

intoxicated karaoke singing. 1
Although Betty has never been

fly-fishing, she has seen the 1992

movieA RiverRuns Through It.

When she so readily agrees to try the

sport, I can't help but speculate she

must have assumed we will encoun-

ter a young Brad Pitt on the river. We
don't, but we do find Hunter Shotwell,

our fishing guide. Like Brads character

in the movie, he is young, charming,

and knows everything there is to know
about fly-fishing. He says he's been fish-

ing seriously since he was eight. He also

informs us that it's “just a short walk—maybe 15 or 20 minutes”

from our parking space to a “really good spot for catching trout.”

And with those words, on an otherwise perfect morning of wind-

less, cloudless, sunny blue skies, 1 sense the potential for a storm.

My wife's idea of a hike is the walk from the parking garage to

her office. She sees no need to cover terrain that can't be negotiated

in dress-for-suecess shoes. Most of all, she gets no palpable endor-

phin rush from any activity associated with the phrase “working

up a good sweat.” As she is quick to tell me, “It's not that I can't, do

it, it's that I don't want to do it” She’s also quick to point out that

herjoints remain spry—unlike those of exercise-1oving me, whose
orthopedist is on speed dial.

In the name of adventure, I've been willing to take some risks

that reasonable people might consider ill-advised. But when I see

the first beads ofperspiration forming on my wife's brow, I worry I

might have stepped over the line into a realm ofconsequences even

Im not willing to accept. Remembering the plaque she bought for

our house that says, “Ifmamma ain't happy, ain't nobody happy" I

reach back and take her hand and lead her over rocks and through

small streams pocked with unseen holes. I’m determined to get to

our fishing spot without anyone falling, and as quickly as possible.

Im betting that if she can just get a trout on the end of a fine, all

the effort of getting here will be forgotten, and the day—and the

lieginning ofour vacation—will be considered a success.

This whole trip is a bit ofan experiment: Lets try something we
haven’t done before ami see what happens. The adventure began
at a charily auction. To help start the bidding, we put our names
down for a w^eeklong trip to Park City, Utah. No one else bid. We
arrive out West having given no thought to how we will spend the

next seven days. We only knowr that any seriously strenuous activi-

ties will fall late in the wneek, after Betty has returned to work. The
Park City area, in the Wasatch mountains, is populated by outfitters

for everyr type of activity a traveler's heart might desire—hiking,

climbing, rafting, biking, caving, historical tours, spa treatments,

and, ofcourse, fly-fishing. Rather than shopping around, we decide

we’ll let one small company do all the planning for us. All we have

to do is tell the company a number of days—and that one of us

has a no-sweating rule while the other needs some adventure. It's

someone else’s problem to solve that

jigsaw puzzle.

The outfitter's plans for us range

from a concert by the famed Mormon
Tabernacle Choir to a visit to Antelope

Island in the Great Salt Lake. Yet the

success of this w hole “and now for

something completely different” vaca-

tion seems to ride on day one's excur-

sion—a fact I'm painfully aware ofby

the time w?c finally reach Hunters spe-

cial fishing hole on the Middle Provo.

He immediately relieves some ofmy
anxiety by explaining that w?e wont be
trying to duplicate the highly skilled

style offly-casting made famous in the

movie. Instead wc will be trying a tech-

nique called “chuck and duck ” Lucky

for us, there are no points for foim; all we have to do is heave the

fine upriver, let it float past, and heave it again. Much to my surprise,

it works, and within 15 minutes I've caught a couple oftrout. And
much to my relief, Betty has soon caught a nioe-size fish, too. We
catch and release several more as the morning goes on, but most

important wfe are smiling and enjoying the outdoors in a gorgeous

setting while doing somethingwe have never done before, together.

Later, two guys making artful casts about 50 yards downriver—

clearly they’re real fly fishermen—yell that they haven't caught any-

thing, wondering ifwe're haring any luck. That's when I knowr the

real secret to our success : finding Hunter. He's the one picking the

right flies, tying them, untangling our lines, and telling us where

to chuck and duck. Sometimes not haring a plan works—ifyou can

find the right person to make the plans for you. As we hike hack, I

knowT
it's going to be a great vacation vriien Betty doesn't mention

how far wre are walking, or the rough terrain, or the drops ofsweat.

Instead she's talking about the ones that didn't get away.

Reel life : the authorand Ms wife in Utah *

Boyd Matson hosts National Geographic Weekend on the radio.
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Don't just go outside. Conquer outside.

At REI, we're as passionate about your outdoor adventures as we are about our own. We've assembled
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snow during an avalanche. Shop REI.com or your local REI store for great outdoor gifts this holiday season.
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rt Tale of
TwoAirlines

I

n travel, as in LIFE, there are heroes and villains*

There's good and evil* And there's Southwest Air-

lines and Spirit Airlines. 1 Both are no-frills dis-

count carriers
?
and both are success stories in the

economic sense. But that's where the similarities

end. -
|
Spirit is known for its preponderance offees,

the risque tone ofsome of its ads (as in the naughty

“MILF* acronym for its “Many Islands, Low Fares”

sale), and a take-it-or-leave-it attitude toward customer

service. Southwest has a. reputation for inclusive fares

(one of the few airlines left that

don't charge extra for a checked

bag), a Texas-style hospitality

(concerts on planes), and its fa-

mous customer-focused way. 1
A look at these airlines offers a

window into the relationship between

air carriers and their customers, reveal-

ing why the modern firing experience

can be so infuriating*

For Southwest—the Dallas carrier

founded in 1971-customer service is

part of its corporate DNA. Consider

what happened to Robert Siegel. The
retired engineer and his wife, Ruth,

were scheduled to fly from West Palm
Beach to Philadelphia when Ruth was diagnosed with lung cancer;

her doctor ordered her to cancel the trip. Even though the tickets

were nonrefundable, Siegel requested an exception, “Within one

week, a complete credit had been posted to my credit card ” he says,

Southwest routinely waives its requirements in the interests of

“Customer Service.” (It also has an annoying habit of uppereasing

key words, like “People”) Several years ago, one of its pilots even

held the plane for a passenger so that he could make his grand-

sons funeral It doesn’t punish customers with ticket change fees

or price its less restricted tickets so that only business travelers

on an expense account can afford them. It’s not perfect, of course.

Southwest's prices can sometimes be significantly higher than the

competitions. And its one-class service is too egalitarian for many
business travelers.

Spirit Airlines styles itselfas the anti-Southwest, The airline, based

in the suburbs of Fort Lauderdale, has its loots in the trucking busi-

ness, which may explain a lot: Its customer's often complain that they

are treated like cargo. Seems Spirit wouldn’t have it any other way.

Spirit often does the exact opposite of what Southwest would.

When Vietnam vet Jerry Meekins was told his esophageal cancer

was terminal and advised by his doctor to cancel his flight from

Florida to Atlantic City, the airline refused a refund request. Only

after veterans groups intervened did the carrier cave, and only

reluctantly. In an effort to not set a precedent, CEO Ben Baldan?a

said he personally would pay for the refund, not his airline.

And Spirit does love fees. Fully one-third of its ticket revenue

conies bom tees (compared with 7-5 percent for Southwest). Spirit

argues that its passengers just crave low fares, and that all ofthe ex-

tras are optional. Rut some passengers complain that the fees aren’t

adequately disclosed and that some are ridiculous (a $100 charge

to carry—that's right, carry—a bag on a plane ifyou didn’t prepay a

lower fee online). Where Southwest's employees have a reputation

for being sociable, Spirit’s can be on the surly side. Baldanza once

inadvertently replied directly by e-mail to a passenger this way:

“Let him tell the world how bad we are. He's never flown us before

anyway and will be back when we save him a penny.”

Baldanza has a point, and it’s one that drives consumers (and

consumer advocates) crazy: Ifyou can navigate the maze of fees,

restrictions, and Spirit’s $9 Fare Club

($bO per year, with automatic reenroll-

ment whether you fly or not), you can

travel for impressively low lares. And
stockholders love their shares ofSAVE
(Spirit's ticker symbol) about as much
as they do Southwest’s (aptly, LUV).

Td say Spirit enjoys playing the vil-

lain as much as Southwest likes being

the hero. Spirit certainly hasn't suffered

for it financially. These two airlines

represent one of travel's most endur-

ing paradoxes: that companies offering

poor customer service can succeed as

well as those offering good customer
service. Spirits success defies an easy

explanation, unless you have a degree

in psychology. Spirit taps into the very

human need to snag a deal. But understanding what makes us tick

and the way we can be manipulated points to a better future for

every traveler See, Southwest and Spirit are not the only examples

of travel's curious yin and yang. Whether you’re staying at a hotel,

renting a car, or taking a cruise, you’ve faced the same kinds of

choices between companies. At the beginning of 2013, many of

these companies find themselves at a crossroads, wondering which
path to take: the embrace of a LUV or the thrift in ess of a SAVE.
Both dearly work in the short term. But a Southwest operates on
the prindple that, eventually, customers will catch on.

Then again, maybe not. Ifpeople continue to fall for the ultralow,

lots-of-strings-attached rates, then the treatment ofpassengers like

cargo might continue indefinitely. Travelers must consider more
than the price when they book their ticket or make arrangements

to take a cruise or rent a car. They have to take a company’s service

reputation into account, too. Reward the heroes ofthe travel indus-

try with your business. Otherwise, the villains win.

An American Idol concert on a Southwestplane.

Christopher Elliott addresses readers ’ travelproblems. E-mailyour story to celliott@ng5.org.
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what you
don't.

Bose 5 QuietComfort 15
Acoustic Noise Cancelling* headphones

Turn on these headphones and the world becomes a quieter

place, as noise around you fades into the background. You can

foCUS Of! your music, perhaps even discovering new depths

and subtleties. Or take advantage of the noise cancellation to

quietly relax and think in peace. The qc®15 headphones

are our best, the quietest we've ever made. No other headphones

offer you the same combination of less noise, lifelike music, lasting

quality and a comfortable fit. "These are fabulous/
1

says Murray Hill

of Canada.com. "Simply put, the sound is beautiful." We invite you

to hear the difference these highly acclaimed headphones make on

planes, at home and in the office for 30 days, risk-free. When you call,

ask about making 12 easy payments, with no interest charges from

Bose* And when you order now, you'll receive free shipping.

To order or learn more

Better sound through research

'Bose payment plan available on orders of $299-$150Q paid by major credit card. Separate financing offers may be available for select products. See website for details, Down
payment is 1/12 the product price plus applicable taxand shipping charges, charged when your order is shipped. Then, your credit card will be billed for 11 equal monthly install-

ments beginning approximately one month from the date your order is shipped, with 0%APR and no interest charges from Bose. Credit card rules and interest may apply, U.S,

residents only. Limit one active financing program per customer, ©2012 Bose Corporation, The distinctive design of the headphone oval ring is a trademark of Bose Corporation,
Financingandfree shipping offers not to be combined with other offers or applied to previous purchases, and subject tci change without notice. Risk'free refers to 2Q-day trial

only, requires product purchase and does not include return shipping. Delivery is subject to product availability. Quote reprinted with permission.
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Seeing the World,

AccordingtoMe
OME people look for the pool. Others head

for the concierge desk. Me? The very first

thing I do when I arrive at a hotel is stand

in the lobby and take a visual 360. Can
I tell what country Tin in (or even what
continent Tm on) from the decor, the staff

uniforms, the architecture? If not, I head
for the door, I want lodging that embraces

a sense ofplace, not conquers it. The way I travel reflects

my values. The reduce-reuse-recycle part of sustainable

travel is well-known. But the

two other pillars— protection

of natural and cultural heritage

and support tor the well-being of

local people—are just as impor-

tant. I doift mean to imply that

my way is the only way, or the best w ay.

But I do hope it encourages you to con-

sider what effect your travels have on

the planet and its people.

Once, in Dakar, I stepped onto a tour

bus to see that pulsating West African

city* And see it 1 did. I just didn't ex-

perience it Missing was the possibility

ofunscripted interaction; stopping to

listen to a group of street drummers,
exchanging pleasantries with tie-dye-clad women amid towers of

exotic fruit at a weekend market, sitting among locals at a cafe

serving ceebujen, Senegal's national dish* So I steer dear of tour

buses* Don’t get me wrong—there is safety and camaraderie on

a tour bus. But if I can explore by foot or bicycle, I always do; ifs

more meaningful for me, better for the environment, and I can

also choose where to spend my dollars to benefit more people away
from the tourist hubs.

Ifyou ever see me in a chain hotel, its because Fm attending a

conference or need to be elose to the airport* Otherwise, I opt for

locally owned inns and guesthouses. Mom-and-pop establishments

provide a unique window on the culture and help keep independent

businesses from going extinct I once stayed in a Portuguese pension

that turned out to be owned by three generations of cork farmers.

They shared stories ofharvesting cork bark from trees by hand (an

age-old tradition) and making corks for wine bottles.

I want my guide to be a local. It is not a question of whether

a native guide can offer the same information as, say, a Harvard

historian delivering a lecture on postcolonial Africa* The latter can

share reams offascinating facts, hut it is the homegrown squire who
can deliver a lifetime ofpersonal insights on the destination. Plus*

hiring locals provides jobs where they are often needed the most*

My Kenyan guide took me to meet her S#-year -old grandmother,

who prepared sweet milky tea and told me about the first white

settlers to arrive in the Mua Hills, where she was born. It was living

history—and a priceless encounter with ahuman being.

I have written before about the negative impacts of the cruise

industry (case in point: A few years ago, developers cut a quarter-

mile-wide hole in one of Jamaica's barrier reefs to make room for

ever larger megaliners). So you might be surprised to learn that

I do cruise. The dividing line for me is big ship vs. small ship. I

am firmly in the latter boat (my rule; 200 passengers or fewer). A
smaller ship burns less fuel, can resupply locally (fresher food for

guests and more economic benefits for the destination), and allows

more intimate contact with people and nature (while on a cruise

in Borneo last February I spotted a wild orangutan in the jungle)*

There is no question that traveling, especially by air, generates

harmful carbon dioxide. So I usually purchase carbon offsets (pro-

grams that calculate the amount ofcar-

bon emitted and offset the emissions

by supporting a forest conservation,

renewable energy, or similar planet-

friendly project)* Offsets are handy
tools, hut they don't replace making
my trip as environmentally friendly

as possible, I buy carbon offsets only

after also taking all possible measures

to reduce my negative footprint (like

booking an off-the-grid eeo-lodge)*

One reputable offset organization 1

like is Sustainable Travel International

(mrbonqff'sets.orgX

Fm a seafood lover. To avoid acciden-

tally dining on threatened fish stocks, I

pull up the Monterey Bay Aquarium’s

Seafood Watch app on mysmartphone*

And I say no to shrimp: Most, of it comes from aquaculture ponds

bulldozed out of mangroves and dosed with chemicals. If I'm in a

place where I can't see the ocean, I scour the menu for local food

products—the less food travels to get to your plate, the more nutri-

tious it is and the less fossil fuels are involved. In Ulaanbaatar, I

dined on yak cheese and dumplings.

Though 1 prefer to travel independently, sometimes a tour

operator is the better choice—in PapuaNew Guinea, for instance.

Two decades ago, I could count the number of eco-friendly tour

companies on one hand* Now they can fill a book—a good thing*

But some operators walk the talk better than other's. So before I

sign on, I check out a company’s sustainability cred and ask ques-

tions: How do you support the protection of nature, help safeguard

cultural traditions, engage in leave-no-trace camping, give priority

to hiring local people? Ifthe answers are vague, I move on. I want

my hard-earned vacation dollars going to operators as passionate

about Earth as I am. What about you?

Costas Christ writes about the changing world oftravel. E-mail him through travel talk@ngs*o rg*
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Illuminated at nighty the new Martin Luther Kingy Jr. Memorialpunctuates an evening sky on the National Mall.

MonumentalStyle
ATOUR OF WASHINGTON, D.G, DAZZLES VISITORSYEAR-ROUND

T
HE DISTRICT OF Columbia's gran-

deur—the U,S* Capitol, the White

House, and the National Mail—
gets shown offin aYankee Doodle

dandified way during January's

presidential inauguration. And a

recent economic and culturalboom—Forbes
named D*C the country's second coolest

city to live in—means the District is also a

prime place to dine, boutique-hop, and sip

speakeasy-style cocktails, Tourists may not

realize there are interesting neighborhoods

and a really thriving city behind the pomp
they see on television” says local writer and

performance artist Holly Bass,

DAY ONE
morning Breakfast ofInsiders

Named tor the hostel in Chaucers Canter-

bury Tales, Dupont Circles Tabard lnn T a

cozy restaurant within an inn, fills up with

By JENNIFER BARGER

both deal-making locals and travelers. They
dine on house-made bagels and salmon and
goat cheese omelets.

Easier to score tickets to than the White

House, free tours ofthe U.S. Capitol (tours

.visillhecamtolcorn

)

are offered every day

except Sundays and holidays. Cheerful, red-

jaeketed guides steer small groups through

the "crypt” level (actually, more of a base-

ment, since no one is buried there), with

its dimly lit Old Senate Chamber, where
Supreme Court justices heard arguments
from 1810 to I860, But the real drama is

upstairs in the Rotunda, where statues of

presidents and oil paintings ofearly explor-

ers compete with the iron domes fresco.

AFTERNOON Museum-Hopping
Take D.CVs easy-to-use Metro system one

stop from the Capitol to Eastern Market,

a lively 19th-century building that hosts

bakers, fishmongers, and the Market Lunch,

a counter-service cafe known for its crispy,

Old Bay-spiked crab cakes. If you want a

more sit-down meal, the nearby clubby

Chesapeake Room restaurant serves local

seafoods and bison burgers and pours brews

from Maryland and Virginia (try the Heavy

Seas Marzen if it's on tap)*

D.G boasts dozens ofmuseums devoted

to everything from Asian art (the Freer and

Sackler galleries) to global espionage (the

International Spy Museum)* Seeing them
all in one trip would be like getting a bill

through subcommittee. Instead, pick one

or two ofthe Smithsonian Institution's free-

to-everyone storehouses, most ofthem on

the National Mall* The National Museum
of American History shows off the “star-

spangled banner,” first ladies
7

inaugural

gowns, and TV relics including a Kermit

the Frog puppet. The National Museum of

HOURS
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LHstriet must-dos (clocJrwixefrom top left): Tour the Rotunda ofthe US* Capital,

sample shishito peppers atMintwoodPlace, and amble the streets ofGeorgetown,

the American Indian display's Dine (Navajo)

blankets, Gjibwa birchbark baskets, Gglala

Sioux beaded moccasins, and other tribal

artifacts in a curvy, golden Kasotalimestone

building.

evening Monuments by Moonlight

Mintwood Place’s menu of creative nibbles

(salty blistered skiskito peppers; escargot

hush puppies) and American mains (cast-

iron chicken) put chef Cedric Maupillier’s

Adams Morgan bistro on the culinary map.

President Obama and Michelle dined there

with supporters last summer, and the eatery

got even hotter. Neighbors jam the weath-

ered wooden booths and the zinc-topped

bar for specialty cocktails like the Woodrow
Wilson made with Holland elder-

flower, cava, and peppery Hum liqueur.

D*C*’s memorials honor soldiers, presi-

dents, and now, civil rights leader Martin

Luther King, Jr. They're edifying by day but

electrifying at night, when raven skies set

off the mostly white marble monuments*
“These places are meant to be solemn, and

that quality comes out in the dark,* says

Carolyn Crouch, founder of Washington
Walks, which leads tours past sites like the

domed Jefferson Memorial, the lesser-

known George Mason Memorial, and the

Reflecting Pool, which connects the Lincoln

Memorial to the National World War
II Memorial, and recently underwent a

$34 million face-lift*

DAY TWO
morning NeighborhoodNosh
Grab brunch in leafy Georgetown at Puro

Cafe, a Euro-chic Mediterranean restaurant

located in a 19th-century brick town house

with a mod interior that includes cherry red

chandeliers and abstract art. The menu is

totally 21st-century, though: prosciutto-fig

flatbread, a diet-busting coconut French

toast ladled with butterscotch creme an-

glaise After brunch, stroll a few blocks east

to Tudor Place Historic House and Garden,

the stately home built by Martha Wash-
ingtons granddaughter and her husband
in 18 l£J, where more than 100 objects—from

dinnerware to furnishings—that belonged

to George Washington are on display.

afternoon Shop Local

Though much of Georgetown has been

colonized by a chain-store gang (J, Crew,

Gap, Anthropologic), the cobblestone side-

walks ofupper Wisconsin Avenue between P

Street and Reservoir Road offer mostly local

boutiques. Climb the brick stairs to Sherman
Pickey for preppy-but-stylish mens and

women’s clothing including frocks by Milly

and polos by Southern Tide, Antiques shops

also cluster here, including funky Darrell

Dean Antiques & Decorative Arts, where
you’re as likely to land a 1970s metal floor

lamp shaped like a robot as a hand-colored

fashion print Stock up on take-home treats

at Fleurir Chocolates, where the rosebud

cardamom bonbons are irresistible.

evening Hipper Sippers
Craft beer, crafted cocktails, and a crafty

approach to mid-Atlantic cuisine are fuel-

ing the District’s appetite* Find all three

in the booming Logan Circle and U Street

neighborhoods. Ale is what cures you at

ChurchKey, where a hops-heavy list tops off

at 555 beers from around the world. Pearl

Dive Oyster Palace serves custom-grown
Virginia oysters and seafood specialties

from the Chesapeake Ray. After dinner,

slip into the Gibson* a neo-speakeasy where

mixologists shake up reinventions of pre-

Prohibition cocktails, including the Rickey,

a potent gin-based drink invented in D.C. in

the 1880s* Originally intended to cool down
the heat ofsummer, the drink also succeeds

at adding awarm spark to a winter’s night.

For sites farther afield (George Washingtons home, Mount Vernon, and the Smithsonian's airplane- and spacecraft-filled Udvar-Hazy Center), rent

one ofnewcomer Car2go's Smart cars (www.car2ffo.eomX The exhibit “Food: Transforming America’s Table, 1.950-2.000” at the American History

Museum dishes up exhibits on modem cooking and eating lore via displays on Julia Childs kitchen, U.S. winemaking, and farming innovations.
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T
anzania—land of Kilimanjaro! Zanzibar and the Serengeti—proudly boasts 15 remarkable national

parks filled with exceptional wildlife. The opportunities for travelers here are limitless: walking and

ballooning safaris, bird-watching, fishing, rare-game viewing, picnicking in the bush, chimpanzee
treks, canoeing, nighttime game-viewing drives, and mountain climbing. Each park's animal life, biodi-

versity, and scenery make it distinct, and each holds remote gems that will make you want to stay forever—or

at least come back again soon.

One of the best ways to see the parks is on safari., with the uncompromised beauty of the land providing a

perfect backdrop to a thrilling adventure. No matter where you’ve been before, Tanzania's spectacular parks—

Kitulo, Ruaha, Katavi, Udzungwa Mahale, Gombe, Saadani, Mikumi, Mkomazi, Arusha, Rubondo Island, Lake

Manyara, Tarangire, Mount Kilimanjaro, and the Serengeti—are diverse enough to create an experience that

cant be matched. So, whether it’s your first or fifth safari, a visit to any one of Tanzania's national parks will

be the experience of a lifetime.



ADVERTISEMENT

^ SOUTHERN PARKS
Katavi National Park

In this rarely visited treasure, the country's third largest park,

you'll have nature to yourself and experience the Africa of days

gone by. In the dry season herds of wildlife so large they’re

beyond imagining concentrate around the Katuma Riven and in

the rainy season, the park's marshy lakes trill with birdlife and

bristle with hippos and crocodiles.

Kitulo National Park

The Serengeti of Flowers, this park’s plateau, is a riot of

orchids, geraniums, lobelias, lilies, and the brilliant flowers of

the red-hot poker plants. Birds, butterflies, lizards, and cha-

meleons add their own rich sights and sounds to what locals

call the Garden of the Gods.

Mikumi National Park

Sitting at the heart of a 47,000-square-mile wilderness, this

easily accessible park is a game-viewing paradise, Lions rule

here, and prey for them is plentiful—zebras, wildebeests, impa-

las, elands, and hippos. Migrating flocks of birds fill the skies in

the rainy season, but in any season, you'll find the animals here

as unforgettable as the park itself.

Ruaha National Park

Wildlife and scenery make this new park, the largest in Tanzania,

a perfect safari setting. Rivers patrolled by crocodiles splice the

park's woodlands and grasslands, home to the great African

hoofed animals—including the park’s famous greater kudu—and
its huge elephant herds.

Udzungwa Mountains National Park

The forest primeval beckons with all its enchantments in

Udzungwa. This is the largest and most biodiverse area in the

famous chain of mountains known as the Eastern Arc. Hike its

sun-dappled trails and you’ll revel in the lushness and wildlife,

including two kinds of primates—a red colobus monkey and

crested mangabey,

^WESTERN PARKS
Gombe National Park

Everyone knows about this park’s loudest residents—the

chimpanzees made famous by Jane Goodall. But when you

walk into its ancient forests, youll be charmed by its other

denizens as well: olive baboons, colobus monkeys, and an

endless variety of birds,

Mahale Mountains National Park

In this remote and rare enclave, the majesty of the Mahale

Mountains meets the blue waters of Tanganyika—the world’s

longest and cleanest freshwater lake. Cruise across it, then

climb into the mountains’ folds, and youll be in the land of the

chimpanzee, now a vanishing breed in Africa's wilds.

Rubondo Island National Park

Rising from the southwest corner of Lake Victoria, this Island

idyll overlooks a vast aquatic kingdom filled with huge fish—the

Nile perch—stealthy crocodiles, and a strange water antelope,

the sitatunga. A blizzard of birds wheels through the skies, and

the smells of wild jasmine and orchids scent the air.
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EASTERN PARK
Saadani National Park

The sea casts its spell over Saadani, home to a stunningly di-

verse coastal rain forest and the ruins of the historic port that

gave the park its name. Both onshore and off, wildlife reign,

from the grazing buffalo, waterbuck, reedbuck, and warthogs

of the savanna to the humpbacks and green turtles of the sea,

$ NORTHERN PARKS
Arusha National Park

Though it’s too often overlooked by safari enthusiasts, Arusha

is a wonderful place to visit. You'll find all kinds of animals here:

colobus and blue monkeys as well as turacos and trogon birds.

Keep an eye out for leopards and spotted hyenas, and don't

miss the buffalo and warthogs that graze the marshy floor of

stunning Ngurdoto Crater.

Kilimanjaro National Park

The jewel in the continental crown, Mount Kilimanjaro rises

almost 20,000 feet in solitary splendor. Though it is the world's

highest freestanding mountain, its slopes will welcome you as

you make your way through lush woodlands and fantastical

forests of giant heather and lobelia to reach the summit—an
icy, exhilarating victory you'll never forget

Lake Manyara National Park

The Rift Valley, a classic jungle patrolled by troops of baboons

and monkeys, a grand flamingo-filled lakeshore, and the distant

blue of volcanic peaks—no wonder Ernest Hemingway called

this setting "the loveliest” he had seen in Africa. And its circuit

road makes it easy to see the grazing buffalo, zebras, and giraffes.

Mkomazi National Park

The snows of Kilimanjaro hover above the hills of this newly

designated park, where you'll find herds of grazing giraffes,

elephants, zebras, elands, buffalo, and horned oryx and kudu,

as well as extremely endangered black rhinos and African wild

dogs. And if you’re a bird-watcher, bring your life list, because

4SO species have been spotted here.

Serengeti National Park

The Serengeti has come to symbolize all the grandeur of Africa,

and its annual migration of a million wildebeests is one of the

greatest spectacles the planet has to offer. In fact, Tanzania’s

oldest and most popular park has recently been declared by

some to be the seventh wonder of the world,

Tarangire National Park

This park's namesake river is a dry-season lifeline to hundreds

of elephants and thousands upon thousands of zebras, impalas,

gazelles, hartebeests, eland, and buffalo. Only the Serengeti

tops it in its panoply of life, including birds worthy of superla-

tives—the world’s largest ostrich species, the world's heaviest

flying bird (the kori bustard)—some 550 species in all.

You can find the place of your dreams in Tanzania’s parks.

Make a circuit loop through some of them or concentrate on a

few that appeal to you. Youll find all the information you need

on each park as well as tour operators and details on how to

plan your trip at www. tanzaniaoarks.com.
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Y
ou have to see it to believe it—

1.5 million wildebeests thundering

across the Serengeti on their year-

long migration, following the rain

and the green it brings forth. For ten months

they’re in the Serengeti and when you're on a

safari there, you can almost feel what the herd

feels, as they race against the weather and

keep a wary eye out for the lions, cheetahs,

hyenas, and wild dogs that are always on

the prowl.

You'll find yourself scanning the land as well,

rooting for the new calves and admiring the

surreal beauty of the zebra and gazelle herds

that bring up the front and rear of this vast

hoofed caravan. And you’ll hold your breath

when they reach the Mara River, where Nile

crocodiles 20 feet long are lying in wait, ready

to bring down the unlucky

members of the herd.

For more information, visit

www. tanzaniaoarks. com..

Tanzania through the eyes of

National Geographic Traveler’s

Digital Nomad
Andrew Evans is beginning his

next big adventure, this time

to Tanzania's national parks.

He’ll be focusing especially on

some of the fabulous southern

parks. So follow Andrew's

posts as he makes his way from

one phenomenal encounter

to the next, experiencing

Tanzania’s wildlife, people,

and places as only Andrew can.

He'll give you the kind of rich

detail that makes you feel

you’re right there with him,

uncovering the unusual, the

unexpected, and the real feel of

each place and each moment
Once you've had a virtual tour

of Tanzania's unique parks

through Andrew's eyes and

ears, you'll want to see them

through your own.

Follow Andrew in Tanzania!

Blog: digitalnomad.nationalgeographic.com

Twitter: @Where$Andrew



FAMILY TIME

ParisPastimes
A KID-FRIENDLY RAMBLE NEAR THE LOUVRE

1. Enjoy a grand view of Paris from tile Place de la Concorde Ferris wheel

through Febmaryj orjump on the trampolines near the Concorde entrance

anytime of year, 2. Ease into the museum mind-set at the Musee des Arts

Deeoratifs for the latest rotating toy exhibit (over 400 vintage Star Wars

toys, costumes, and video games through March), 3* Break for a homemade
croque monsieur—France’s grilled cheese—atA Jean Nicot bistro on Rue St.

Honore. 4 , Grab a bench in the Palais Royal courtyard while the kids clam-

ber around the maze of260 black-and-white columns by artist Daniel Buren.

5 . Snag a Laduree bubble-gum-flavored macaron and a shorter line into the

Louvre at the Carrousel du Louvre underground shopping mall entrance,

6. Ditch the day crowds by taking advantage of the Louvre's evening hours

on Wednesdays and Fridays until 9:45 p.m. 7, Instead of heading straight

for the “Mona Lisa” follow one of the museum’s thematic tours like “Outsize!”

featuring colossal works of art, including a pharaoh's granite sarcopha-

gus, 8* On fair-weather days, stop at a Tuileries Garden pond to launch a

model sailboat, 9 * Refuel at Angelina on Rue de Rivoli, where generations

of Parisian kids have slurped the city's thickest hot chocolate, 10 - Rest tired

t La GrandeRoue (“the big wheel”) looms feet with a boat ride to the Eiffel Tower on the Batobus water shuttle (from

1 over the Place de la Concorde in Paris . the Louvre Stop under the Pont du Carrousel), —CEIL MILLER-EOUCHET
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One (ens. Every moment.

18-270mm all-in-one
^r\r\hA i E-rvic:

You're not just taking pictures - you're creating memories. The versatile

Tamron 15X all-in-one lB-270mm lens effortlessly zooms from wide to telephoto

so you’re able to capture all of your favorite people, places, and things without

missing a single shot. Just 3.8 inches long and weighing an ultra light 15.9

ounces, the compact lens is ideal for nearly any photographic situation.

Vibration Compensation {VC) technology eliminates camera shake, while the

Piezo Drive ensures faster, quieter precision autofocus. Don't get frustrated

with a basic kit lens when you're trying to get closer to the important subjects

h your life. Just one lens. For every moment.

{Model BOOS) For Canon, Nikon and Sony* DSLRs.

'Sony digiiei SLR earner bodies rely on ihe camera's

image stabilization faociicn. For that ntason, the

VC (Vibration Compensafonj in-ag* stafcr zat on

unction as erntted irem lenses manufactured

with Sony DSLfl mount,

TAmnon
New eyes for industrywww.tamron-usa.com



STAY LIST

Casa Verde
ECO-LODGES ALONG THE PACIFIC COAST CONNECT MEXICO TO ITS ROOTS

By JACKIE CARADOM0

S
PRAWTJNG RESORTS with

swim-up bars may be the

default for many when it

comes to Mexican retreats,

hut outside the hotel-lined

sands of the country’s most
popular beaches lie a growlng number
of eco-lodges intent on scaling back

the trendy amenities in favor ofbeing

friendly to Earth* These green getaways

are ideal winter retreats, when cool

evening breezes become nature's air

conditioner, and animal sightings are

at their greatest,

hang loose Located just outside

the drowsy surf town of Todos San-

tos north of Cabo San Lucas on the

Baja peninsula, the hacienda that

houses Villa Santa Cruz’s four suites

appears as though it has been there for

centuries. At the entrance, a grand

atrium centers on a reclaimed cantera

stone fountain, while cozy rooms brim
with recycled details like antique

wooden doors from San Miguel de

AJlende and mosaic floor tiles from La
Paz, The 20-acre estate operates on its

own solar power and uses gas lamps

to light the villa at night* Home-style

meals are prepared with local sea-

food and fresh vegetables from the

organic garden* Guests are welcome
to join a cooking lesson in the villa's

kitchen or a fishing outing along the

estate’s coastline* From November to

April, humpback whales pass nearby

shores on their annual migration*

Catch a glimpse of their journey from

the villas rooftop terrace or at nearby

La Pastora, the local surfers’ favorite

beach. From $165,

SOUL SANCTUARY Set within the

Chamela-Cuixmala Biosphere Reserve

some 100 miles south of Puerto Val-

larta lies Cuixmala, a combination
eco-resort, coconut plantation, ani-

mal sanctuary, and working farm.

The 25,000-acre preserve, whose
name means “the soul’s resting place,”

is home to sea turtles, zebras, black-

buck antelope, and rare species like

the Mexican bearded lizard. Between
the preserve's lagoon and its main
beach are five villas and nine easitas

decorated with vibrant woven rugs and

Oaxacan fabrics made by local artisans.

Guided and independent hikes explore

the resort’s organic farm and livestock

(supplying 90 percent of the resort’s

food) and track its native bird popula-

tion (made up of 270 species)* Guests

can also join the Cuixmala Ecological

CuLemaki site in a

biosphere reservefull

ofdiverse wildlife .
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Villa Santa Cruz offers colorfulroom

a

in Todos Santos, Baja California Sur.

Foundation in protecting baby sea turtles

by collecting newly laid eggs for incuba-

tion and releasing hatchlings back to sea.

From $400.

solar flower Situated on a protected

cove along the Pacific Ocean’s Banderas

Bay south of Puerto VaUarta, the secluded

Majahuitas Resort (named after a yellow

hibiscus -like flower that grows there) is

approachable only via panga. or a small

fisherman's boat. The eight-casita resort,

on communal property that belongs to the

indigenous Chacala community is largely

solar-powered
?
relying on candles to illu-

minate the night, and shunning modern
technology with TV-free rooms. Guests can

join guided hikes through the jungle to the

Quimixto waterfall or catch a panga to the

tiny fishing village of Yclapa, lined with

golden beaches and cafes. But the real culi-

nary attraction remains at Majahuitas's res-

taurant, where hundreds ofvotive candles

light the tables, and nightly three-course

meals offering tuna fish empanadas and

coconut mango shrimp arc prepared with

bounty from the resorts garden and daily

catches from village fishermen. From $250.

vine intervention The valleys and
colossal boulders surrounding Endemico

sit amid a little-known wine country in

the Valle de Guadalupe of Mexico’s Baja

California peninsula. Opened in July, the

40-acre site offers 20 cubelike cabins

perched atop stilts. Inside, the decor is

minimal, though details like outdoor clay

fireplaces from nearby Tecate are unmis-

takably Mexican. Guests can explore the

estate's vineyards, wine-production facil-

ity and slow-food restaurant or find respite

from the desert heat in a pool etched into a

cliffabove the cabins. At night, make time

for serious stargazing. Wherever visitors

roam, however, they are asked to tread

lightly: Cars are forbidden in certain areas,

and guests must rely on staff members
driving all-terrain vehicles to navigate the

nigged landscape. From $175.

ALASKA MARINE HIGHWAY /J
50™ ANNIVERSARY

SEE ALASKA...

No little black dress required.

Instead, pack your hiking boots, your camera

and your sense of adventure. Because our

fleet of 11 state ferries can transport you to

hiking, kayaking and wildlife viewing others

have only dreamed about. Visit us online for

routes, videos and more.
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Visitorspromenade alongside BurjKhalifa Lake t where the Dubai Fountain spectacle is choreographed to music nigh tit/.

ADay inDubai
OFF-THE-SHIP ADVENTURES INTHE UAE’S GLITZY DESERT SHEIKDOM

W
ITH THE RECESSION behind

it, Dubai (within the United

Arab Emirates) is back to

building opulent hotels and

rcigniting its reputation as a

Las Vegas ofthe Middle East

But step away from its Guinness World
Record-Winning skyscrapers, and you’ll find

a multicultural emirate with a centuries-old

maritime history

bridging CULTURES A short walk from
the cruise terminal, Dubai's dual Heritage

and Di vi ng Vi llage re-creates the traditional

life oflocals before the emirates emergence

as a glitzy, pulsating bub. Explore Bedouin

huts made ofmud and barasti, dried palm
leaves; watch potters at their throwing

wheels; and view pearl diving boats that

highlight a once prominent profession

dating back some 7,000 years. Next, hop
in a taxi across town to the historic district

of Al Bastakiya, a maze of narrow' paths

meanderingamong flat, sand-colored struc-

tures made from coral stones. These former

By LAURA KIHIRY

residences ofIranian pearl and textile trad-

ers now' house coffee shops and art galleries.

Bastakiya is home to the Sheikh Mohammed
Centre for Cultural Understanding, where

visitors can ask local Muslims about their

customs while seated on pillows around
a meal that includes lugaimat—round,
sw eet dough balls served with date syrup.

The Dubai Museum in Al Faliidi Fort, an

18th-century military relic on Dubai Creek,

is within easy walking distance. Along with

viewing dioramas depicting desert life, trav-

elers can obtain passes to visit archaeologi-

cal excavation sites in Dubai’s Al Qusais and

Jumeirah communities* (4-5 hours

)

with A view of the sea The high-rise

beachfront community ofJumeirah Beach

Residence boasts the Walk, a mile-long

stretch of restaurants, souvenir shops,

and big-name retailers like Lagerfeld and

Thomas Sabo* From October through May
it's also home to Covent Garden Market

Dubai, an outdoor spread of 55 artisan

stalls selling hand-painted ceramic bowls

and necklaces crafted from freshwater

pearls. Aceording to expat Lynn Gervais,

“In the evenings the area becomes bumper
to bumper with car aficionados cruising in

their Ferraris and Lamborghinis,” (3 hours)

sport and spend Start the morning with

tour operator Arabian Adventures and
a four-wheel-drive to Dubai Desert Con-

servation Reserve, an hours drive inland

from the emirate's urban center. Half-day

excursions include sand-boarding (simi-

lar to snowboarding except done on steep

orange dunes) and driving a dune buggy of

your own across the Arabian Desert, Shop-

ping's a great way to switch gears following

an adrenaline-filled morning: Dubai's snqs,

or Arab markets, are the best places to hag-

gle for everything from pashmina scarves to

gold bracelets. Start at the Dubai Spice Suq,

easy to reach from Bastakiya via an abra—
or water taxi—across Dubai Greek* Then
swing by the Perfume Suq, where you can

create customized scents from essential oils

likejasmine and sandalwood. (5-6 hours) m

PORT OF CALL
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Put down the convenience store donut. Time for morning adventures

in the Gulf, afternoon trips to other worlds, and long naps in between.

Your Florida side is calling. Awaken it at ...
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Bison grazing in Yellowstone National Park

Rediscover why you

fell in love with winter.

It's that feeling you’re looking for when you plan

a getaway. You know, that blend of invigoration

and relaxation, that simultaneous discovery of

something new and reconnection to something
deep in your past, it's a slippery trail, but there’s

nowhere you’re more likely to grasp it than in the

deep snow of a Montana winter. The combination

of pristine mountains, giant snowfalls, affordable

fun and sparse population creates a playground
that captures—and delivers—the true essence of

the outdoors.

MONTANA

15 UNDISCOVERED

SKI AREAS
Montana’s 15 ski areas run the gamut from immense
Big Sky Resort to little mom-and-pops like Lost

Trail Powder Mountain, each offering their own
twist on the Montana experience. And while each
resort has its own personality, every one of them is

imbued with a similar dose of pure Montana: epic

views, deep powder, honest western hospitality

and wide-open spaces.

GLACIER & YELLOWSTONE

NATIONAL PARKS
Opportunities for solitude abound. Cross-country ski

past steam-breathing bison to Old Faithful or four

Yellowstone from the cozy comfort of a snowcoach.
Strap on snowshoes or take a guided backcountry

ski trip through Glacier's untouched winter wilderness.

Both offer a chance to marvel at Montana’s wealth of

natural wonders.

DESTINATION RESORTS

WITH NO LIFT LINES

1 . Big Sky Resort

2. Bridger Bowl

3. Moonlight Basin

4. Red Lodge Mountain Resort

5. Whitefish Mountain Resort

HIDDEN GEMS FORA
WEEKEND GETAWAY

6. Discovery Ski Area

7. Lookout Pass Ski and Rec Area

8. Montana Snowbowl

9. Showdown Montana

DAY AREAS WITH LIFT

TICKETS UNDER $37

10. Bear Paw Ski Bowl

1 1. Blacktail Mountain Ski Area

12. Great Divide

13. Lost Trail Powder Mountain

14. Maverick Mountain

15. Turner Mountain

WINTERMT.COM

MILLIONS OF ACRES OF

UNTRACKED
POWDER
Try a new winter sport this year— put on some skis

and hitch yourself to a horse for a bit of skijoring or try

your hand at ice fishing. Learn how to ice climb or

handle a team of sled dogs. Of course, there are

tamer options, like heading straight to a soak in one
of Montana's many natural hot springs. Whatever way
you choose to spend your time in Montana, you’ll

leave feeling that you’ve touched something deep in

winter's core and deep in yourself.

T" * Glasgo

YELLOWSTONE
NATIONAL PARK

GLACIER
NATIONAL PARK
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REMARKABLE YELLOWSTONE COUNTRY

Snowmobiling through Yellowstone Country, photo courtesy of John Layshock. Thermal feature in Yellowstone National Park.

Breathtaking scenery, a friendly

atmosphere and tons of dry powder

make Yellowstone Country the ideal

winter location to get out and play.

Americas Winter Playground™ offers

downhill and cross-country skiing,

snowmobiling, snowshoeing, snow-

coach tours and more.

Alpine Skiing Adventures

Enjoy more than 300 inches of annual

snowfall, fewer crowds, and out-

standing downhill and backcountry

skiing at world-class resorts such as

Big Sky, Moonlight Basin, Bridger

Bowl and Red Lodge Mountain.

Known for the "Biggest Skiing

in America,” Big Sky Resort and

Moonlight Basin deliver incredible

terrain and almost no lift lines. You
5

II

find a big mountain experience at

small-town rates. Red Lodge Moun-

tain Resort is known for its low-key,

family-friendly mountain atmosphere

and caters to all experience levels.

Be sure to check out the numerous

apres-ski offerings at each resort.

Cross-Country Ski Escapades

Yellowstone Country features some
of the finest and most extensive

cross-country terrain in the world.

Here, the snow arrives early and stays

late (November-April). Just ten

minutes from Big Sky, Lone Mountain

Ranch offers 80 kilometers of

groomed trails for all ability levels. At

Bohart Ranch near Bozeman, enjoy

stunning scenery, solitude and wildlife

sightings. Located adjacent to the

Continental Divide, the Rendezvous

Ski Trail system in West Yellowstone is

famous for its ultra -reliable snow and

encompasses a variety of terrain from

gentle hills to challenging climbs. For

a unique cross-country experience,

check out Yellowstone National Park.

You can visit areas of the Park not

accessible by any other means,

Yellowstone National Park

convenient gateway to miles of

groomed and backcountry trails. In

addition to cross-country skiing, you

can snowshoe in silent wonder or

take a guided snowmobile or snow-

coach tour over iconic landscapes.

Observant visitors will see a wide

variety of wildlife.

Sled It Up

Considered the "Sturgis of snowmo-

biling,” the areas of West Yellowstone,

Cooke City and Yellowstone National

Park feature over 600 miles of

groomed trails. Feeling adventurous?

Explore acres of untouched back-

country powder via snowmobile.

VisitYellQwstoneCountry.com/NatGeo

GLACIER NATIONAL PARK

MONTANA
Experience the glory of frosted

pine trees, crystalline snow, frozen

waterfalls and bubbling geothermal

springs. The Park's winter entrances,

all located in Montana, provide a

YELLOWSTONE COUNTRY

YELLOWSTONE
NATIONAL PARK
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Enjoy apres-sld in quaint Whitefish.

WINTER IN WHITEFISH
Welcoming, charming, exhilarating

and beautiful are some of the best ways

to describe Whitefish, Montana, This

lively and friendly town offers dining

and shopping, along with theater, art

galleries and live music* Located in the

Northern Rocky Mountains it’s the

perfect gateway to winter fun.

Whitefish Mountain Resort, a top-

rated ski resort and one of North

America's largest, is less than 20

minutes from downtown Whitefish.

Additionally, the mountain is only

19 miles from Glacier Park Interna-

tional Airport and seven miles from

an Amtrak train station that has

daily arrivals from points east and

west. The mountain boasts a unique

combination of moderate elevation,

high humidity and a mild climate-

translating to increased stamina and

more restful sleep, which means more

time on the mountain for visitors.

Beyond skiing, there are winter

activities for all types of adventure

seekers. The annual Whitefish

Winter Carnival features Montana's

own extreme sport of skijoring races

where skiers are pulled by horses.

Glacier National Park and the nearby

pristine wilderness offers dogsled-

ding, sleigh rides, cross-country

skiing, ice skating and snowshoeing.

Plan your winter escape at

www.ExploreWhitefish.com.

GLACIER NATIONAL PARK

Whitefish

MONTANA

YELLOWSTONE
NATIONAL PARK

EXPLORE
WHITEFISH

A VIBRANT SKI town
nestled at the edge of

Glacier National Park.

877-862-3548

MONTANA





C
RAB AND LOBSTER TRAPS
pile high in the parking lot of

Keys Fisheries in Marathon,

Florida, a wharf magnet for

seafood lovers who crave a

side of satire with their stone

crabs, “Road Runner, your order’s upT the

loudspeaker booms, and the customer with

the comic alias (one is required when you

order) picks up his lobster Reuben. The
underlying message? Don't take life—or the

Florida Keys—too seriously.

That refrain repeats over a bundled miles

of some of America’s most improbably
located blacktop. Skipping across dozens of

islands and sailing over water, the running

stitch that is southernmost US. 1—aka the

Overseas Highway—bastes the Florida Keys

to the mainland. Bankrolled by Standard

Oil tycoon Henry Flagler, the route opened

in 1912 as a railway linking the shipping

port ofsouthern Key West northward over

steel tracks, riveted to coral and mangrove
knobs and jumping over 42 ocean-footed

spans (including the famous Seven Mile

Bridge). Critics pegged the project “Fla-

gler’s Folly* and in 1935 a Category 5 hur-

ricane proved them right. The engineering

marvel toppled, adding the industrialist to

the list of dreamers and dropouts whose
legacy lives on here at this remote tip of

Florida, from Blackbeard to Jimmy Buffett,

Cuban exiles to “Conch Republic'
1

separatists

(in 1982 Key West declared itself a micro

-

nation in a tongue -in-cheek secession).

Beginning some 60 miles south of

Miami, the drive from Key Largo to Key
West showcases quirky islanders past and

present as well as the archipelago’s natural

assets. Atlantic-to-Gulfpanoramas sprawl

across islands often barely wider than the

road. And alongside tacky souvenir stands

and funky madhouses arc endangeredherds

of elfin Key deer, massive bird and wildlife

sanctuaries, and the only living barrier coral

reef in the continental U.S.

At the visitors center on Key Largo,

greeter Jessica Lovejoy likes to joke that the

gateway to the Keys is “seven miles ofdiring

and drinking.” Yet even in this margarita

mecca, its clear that diving comes first. The

2,900-square-nautical-mile Florida Keys

National Marine Sanctuary, with its living

coral and teeming fish life, acts as a buffer

for the islands. An ideal spot to access it is

John Pennekamp Coral Reef State Park, an

offshore park that’s more ocean than land*

Glass-bottom boat tours weave through

mangrove canals en route to the reefwhere
snorkelers plunge into a vibrant, textured

wilderness ofspongy anemones, stony cor-

als such as star and brain corals, spiky sea

urchins, and sinuous nurse sharks.

As you skim southward on the (mostly)

two-lane highway bridges leap over chan-

nels, manatee-shaped mailboxes picket

A brownpelican
at the Florida

Keys WildBird
Center.

|
Distance: 106 miles, Key Largo to Key West When to go: November to August Tip: Avoid
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driveways, seagulls race ears, and anglers

cast off from decaying piers. Once part of

the Over-Sea Railroad, those piers give

sculptural testament to industry arrested by

nature, Time and again in these parts, man
and nature collude to make art out of the

landscape. Bahia Honda State Park's his-

toric railroad bridge, now a pedestrian pier,

strikes a dramatic pose as it juts nearly a

mile into the water. Even beachcombers get

in on the act, using Sandspur Beach as their

canvas. “I call it Florida Christmas ” says one

as he fishes a clamshell bom the shallows to

ornament a branch ofone ofthe festooned

sea grape trees lining the white-sand beach.

If the views haven’t driven you to ease

your pedal pressure, the many speed traps

along the route surely will It's more than

ticket fines local police officers have in

mind. On Big Pine Key, a motorcycle cop

regularly idles with a sign broadcasting

150 Key deer roadkills last year, in spite of

EVEKGLADES NATIONAL PARK

John Pennekamp
Coral Reef
State Park

KEY LARGO

Florida Keys Wild
Bird Center

TAVERNIER
Florida Bay

r Moorings Village

/SLAMOKADA

LONG
KEY

GRASSY KEY

ATLANTIC

\ OCEAN

FLORIDA

Straits of Florida
Gulf ofMexico

START DRIVE MORE TO EXPLORE

Into the Wild

T he Florida Keys embrace every sense of

the word "wild" from prolific natural

wonders to "Margaritavi lle"-styl e nightlife*

Whether bird-watching or kayaking, div-

ing deep into the wilderness of the island

chain delivers a natural burn (without the

influence ofJimmy Buffett or his lost salt

shaker).@ On Tavernier at the Florida

Keys Wild Bird Center, look for cages of

rehabilitating peregrine falcons and screech

owls sharing the steamy forest with wild

flocks ofbrown pelicans, great egrets, and

cormorants, (2) Assist researchers as they

run trials that involve playing games of

“hide and seek
55

with the dolphins at the

Dolphin Research Center on Grassy Key

(3) Tour Marathon's Turtle Hospital, which

cares for rescued sea turtles, ranging from

tiny loggerhead hatchlings to a 325-pound

green turtle with a collapsed lung,@ Take

a snorkcling tour to Looe Key Sanctuary

Preservation Area from Bahia Honda

State Park Tor the best underwater viewing

ofthe Lower Keys, (5) In Great White

Heron National Wildlife Refuge, paddle

among mangrove islands with photogra-

pher and author Bill Keogh of Big Pine

Kayak Adventures as you scan the seas

for baby sharks and stingrays*@ OffKey

West, catch and release bonefish and blue

marlin with Captain Mike Wcinhofcr of

Compass Rose Charters, —E.G.

driving U.S. 1 at night, when some speed limits drop due to low visibility and animal activity. Plan your trip: For more details, visit www* fla-keit&.cimL
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the efforts of National Key Deer Refuge to

protect its dwarf-like namesake. At the end

of Key Deer Boulevard, bucks with velvet

antlers often emerge from the forest ofsaw

palmettos and slash pines to graze on road-

side grass. According to one park ranger,

endemic Key deer “have no natural preda-

tors, other than speeding cars ” In other

words: Slow down, and keep an eye out for

the endangered creatures.

Beyond the Lower Keys lie more than

400,000 acres of water containing hun-

dreds of remote islands protected by the

Key West and Great White Heron National

Wildlife Refuges. “The Lower Keys are

just a door to the hackcountry for a lot of

locals,* says Victoria Impallomeni-Spencer

ofDancing Dolphin Spirits Charters. That

wilderness is where she steers the Imp II,

her 25-tbot powerboat, in search of dol-

phins, luring the graceful sea creatures

with the violin music ofItzhak Perlman. On
deserted islands in this “backcountny shells

pile ankle-high on bleach-blond strands.

At mile marker o, Key West is the island

chain's last outpost ofcivilization, with ship-

wright-built captain’s mansions alongside

modest wooden shacks, backstopped by the

Southernmost Point alleging the closest

place on U.S. soil to Cuba, 90 miles away.

Debauchery reigns on saloon-heavy Duval

Street and in public perception, though

plenty" of islanders proclaim an art scene

that thrives thanks to four live theaters,

symphony performances, and storefronts

such as Gallery on Greene, where the works

of37 local artists take turns on the walls.

That dynamic builds on cultural cachet

left over from John James Audubon and
Ernest Hemingway. In 1832, ornithologist

Audubon visited what is now the Audubon
House and Tropical Gardens to document
American birds. The house features 30 of

his first-edition illustrations, including the

mango hummingbird and roseate spoon-

bill. And from 1931 to 1940, Papa famously

straddled Key West’s party and arty sects,

drafting For Whom the Bell Tolls at the 1851

Hemingway Home and Museum. Now the

creaky" mansion is inhabited byr 45 mostly

six-toed cats that descended from the writ-

er’s polydactyl pet, Snowball. Docents point

out highlights ranging from Hemingway’s

“gallery ofwives" to a lush garden ofhibis-

cus and bougainvillea. “People like to get

married here,” says guide Steve Trogner.

“The fact that Hemingway was divorced

three times doesn’t seem to matter”

At sunset on the waterfront, Key West’s

current cast of characters crowd Mallory

Square for a nightly carnival ofsword swal-

lowers, unicyclists, and guitar strummers
with parrots perched on their shoulders

(because, well, why not?). Here the local

mode of travel is a beach bicycle—the more
broken down, the better. “I’m proud to say

I’ve got a hike that goes slower than most

people walk " says islander Tony Falcone,

co-founder of the Fantasy Fest, a Mardi
Gras-style party that takes over town each

fall* “It’s too hot to rush*

Chicago writerElaine Glusac has been diving

and driving the Florida Keysfor two decades.

EAT

Catch of the Day

Wood tables, painted chairs, and tiki

torches stake the sand at Mo rad a

Bay Beach Caf4 in lslamorada, where

the .sunset views rival the snapper sevi-

che and grilled grouper. On Marathon,

stop in for blackened mahimahi, conch

fritters, and lobster Reuben sandwiches

(above) at Keys Fisheries. Order at the

window; while you wait, peer down at

fish from picnic tables beside the water.

Generous Cuban-inspired sandwiches

from the Key West fast-food window

known as Sandy’s Gaf£ make this islands

Lours best portable meal—ham-pork-

Icttucc-and-picklc two-tisters.

SLEEP

Key Amenities

A n 18-acre former coconut plantation

is now dotted with 18 chic bunga-

lows (above) at die Moorings Village in

Mamoradau Some 700 towering palms

provide shade throughout Lhe property,

which includes a 1,100-foot-long private

beach equipped with kayaks and stand-

up paddlehoards. Guests borrow' beach

bikes to ride to local restaurants, play

tennis at on-site courts, and cool off in a

lap pool. On Key West. Eden House offers

39 rooms in a series uT vintage buildings

sharing a lustily planted courtyard—think

hammocks in the shade and chaise

lounges around the pool. Guests gather

nightly in this de facto living room for a

complimentary happy hour. —E.G,Tarot readerand self-proclaimed mystic RonAugustinejoins the nightly sunset

soiree atMallorySquare on Key Wests bustlingwaterfront.
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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

EXPEDITIONS
Incredible places. Engaging experts. Unforgettable trips.

Travel with National Geographic. Explore the world with our experts.

Galapagos * Peru * Alaska * Morocco * Antarctica * Bhutan * Tanzania - Italy

Arctic Norway * Baja California * Spain * China - and many more!

Call toll-free 1-888-966-8687 or visit nqexpeditions.com/2Q13

Above: In the Galapagos Islands, a photographer captures the image ofa giant tortoise.
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CRIMEA
Playgroundofthe tsars

R

ussia needs its para-

dise.* Prince Grigory

Potemkin, Catherine

the Great’s general,

wrote in 1782 urging

the annexation of

Crimea, and no wonder.

The Crimean Peninsula,

with its voluptuously curved

Black Sea coast of sparkling

cliffs, is paradise—with

Riviera-grade vistas but

without Riviera prices. Balmy
with 30Q days ofsun a year

(“It is never winter here,” said

the writer Anton Chekhov,

who had a dacha near Yalta),

the place served as the play-

ground oftsars and Politburo

fat cats, Russians practically

wept when, after the breakup

of the Soviet Union, Crimea

was pulled out ofthe orbit of

Russian rule and became part

of an independent Ukraine.

A trace of Soviet hang-

over endures in the form of

unsmiling babushkas and
concrete block architecture.

Visitors can tour the onec

secret nuclear-blast-proof

Soviet submarine base in

Balaklava, a piece of Cold

War history, now a museum.
Afterward, retreat to one of

the briny health resorts of

the west and east coasts for a

therapeutic mud bath, or go

for a run down to Livadia

Palace in Yalta, scene of the

1945 conference that recon-

figured postwar Europe.

Summer is high season,

crowded with Russian and
eastern European tourists

(North Americans are still

rare). In autumn the air turns

soft and it’s harvest time at

vineyards like Massandra,

built in the 19th century to

supply wines for Nicholas II,

the last Russian tsar. There

you may have the pleasure

oftasting a Riesling with the

scent ofalpine meadows, port

the color of rubies, and a nec-

tar called “Seventh Heaven,”

ofwhich a recent visitor said:

“I could kneel in front ofthis

wine” —CathyNewman

LOCATING THE BEST !013

I Great Bear Rainforest, British Columbia 2 Missouri River Breaks, Montana

3 Memphis, Tennessee 4 Cape Breton, Nova Scotia 5 Hudson Valley, New

York 6 St Augustine, Florida 7 Grenada 8 Quito, Ecuador 9 Valparaiso, Chile

to Marseille, France 11 Ravenna, Italy 12 Bod 0 ,
Norway 13 Thessaloniki,

Greece 14 Crimea, Ukraine 15 JarashJordan is Uganda 17 Malawi

18 Bagan, Myanmar 19 Raja Am pat. West Papua, Indonesia 20 Kyoto, Japan

MARSEILLE
France's new capitalofculture

n a once derelict jetty,

opposite the stone

ramparts of 17th-

century Foil; St Jean,

a new glass-and-steel

building shimmers

behind a lacy spiders-web

facade offinely cast concrete.

Poised between lapis sea and >

Marseille's sun-drenched o I
>

hills, the National Museum ? |
of European and Mediterra- |

nean Civilizations (MuCEM) s

stands at the entrance to the 1

1

Vieux-Port, the city's historic > %

heart And when it opens in 2%
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May 2013, MuCEM will be

a bold symbol of Marseille's

reemergence as a flourishing

pan-Mediterranean hub*

Cities may rise and fall, but

the great ones—and Marseille

is among them—always rise

again. Founded by ancient

Greeks, France’s second larg-

est city was already 500 years

old and a bubbling stew of

many cultures when Caesar

laid siege in 49 B.C. A 20th-

century wave of immigrants

from Algeria and some other

former French colonies led to

Marseilles modern reputation

as a city far removed ethnically

and psychologically from the

rest of France. Despite recent

headlines about drug-related

ciime, Marseille still stands

tall as a world-class city.

These days Marseille has

every light to act the cagou

(slang for a show-off) as it

and the surrounding Provence

region assume the role of 2013

European Capital of Culture.

“There is anew energy in

the city especially in music,

theater, and museums ” says

MuCEM director Bruno

Suzzarelli. Young, multiethnic

crowds gather for cutting-edge

happenings at La Friche la

Belle de Mai, a tobacco factory

turned art and performance

center. Major renovations

have polished up many of

the city's 20-plus museums,
including the Musee Cantini,

whose trove of Picassos and
Miros is housed in an elegant

1694- towm house* For all the

new energy, Marseilles old

pleasures remain as allur-

ing as ever: a stroll along the

narrow lanes of the Panier

Quarter, the lusty aromas of a

good bouillabaisse, a boat ride

into the fjordlike inlets called

caktnque,s. It
J

s no wonder that

visitors are hecoming/tir/trs

(big fans) of Frances southern

gateway. —Christopher Hall
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GREAT BEAR RAINFOREST
Canada’sfragile coastalwilderness

CAPE BRETON
Nova Scotia’s treasured island

S

ometimes you can see

both the forest and
the trees. The Great

Bear Rainforest, the

planet's largest intact

coastal temperate rain

forest, is an untamed strip

of land stretching 250 miles

along British Columbia’s

coast that harbors extensive

tracts ofgiant hemlock, Sitka

spruce, and red cedar* The
mighty trees rise high above

a moist and ferny forest floor

patrolled by coastal wolves,

minks, Canada’s largest

grizzly bears, and rare white

Kermode spirit bears. This

tranquillity has recently

been rocked by a proposal

to send tar sands crude oil

from Alberta to a terminal

at Kitimat in the Great Bear

Rainforest* The project

would entail two pipelines

crossing some ofthe world’s

largest salmon-producing

watersheds and a steady

procession ofsupertankers

plying the narrow channels*

The local First Nations and
environmental groups are

vehemently opposed, tearing

the catastrophic effects of

an Exxon Valdez-type spill

“This is a wilderness sanctu-

ary, a very spiritual place
”

says Ian McAllister, founding

director of Pacific Wild. “The

pipelines would fundamen-

tally alter the coast forever”

A decision on the pipelines

could come by the end of

2013. —RobertEarle Howells

D

uring the 18th and ljffh centuries, fishermen and settlers

from France and Scotland came to Cape Breton Island,

drawn by its rich fisheries, ample timber, and the chance

ofa better life* Originally settled by the ancient ancestors

ofthe Miemae people, this island offNova Scotia now
lures visitors with its abundant wildlife, natural beauty,

and assembly of French, Miemae, and Celtic cultures.

Gn e-fifth of Cape Breton is preserved as a national park,

laced by 25 hiking paths and looped by the Cabot Trail, a 186-

mile driving route frequently ranked among the world’s most
spectacular. “I have seen the Canadian and American Rockies,

the Andes, the Alps, and the Highlands of Scotland,” said

inventor Alexander Graham Bell, who spent 37 summers here,

“But for simple beauty, Cape Breton outrivals them all*

The mingling of cultures means you can seek a elan tartan

at the craft shop at Gaelic Collcge/Colaisde Na Gaidhlig in St*

Anns, then explore the French-founded Fortress of Louisbourg

on the east coast. In 1745 this garrison withstood a 48-day siege

by New Englanders, backed by British naval support, before

surrendering. In 2013, the reconstructed fortification celebrates

the 300th anniversary ofthe founding ofthe French colony of

lie Royale (present-day Cape Breton)* —John Rosenthal
o

o

PLACE TO WATCH: DIMEN, CHINA “This well-preserved village in China’s Guizhou Province presents a glimpse of the traditional culture of

the Dong people, who sustain ancient traditions and handicrafts and value their regional heritage." -Lu Yi, National Geographic Traveler China
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BOD0
Norway’sgateway to theArctic

KYOTO
Meditation andmodernism in Japan

F

1 lying into Bodo, the

plane descends over a

seascape covering thou-

sands of isles, while the

final approach offers

a close-up view of the

majestic glaciers and peaks

guarding this small capital of

Norway’s Nordland Province.

Arriving by sea (often and

deservedly called,
f;

the world's

most beautiful sea voyage”),

the famous Hurtigruten

coastal ships give passengers

a glimpse to the northwest of

the imposing 62-mile chain

of spiky mountains that

forms the mythic-seeming

Lofoten archipelago.

Bodo is less than one

degree north ofthe Arctic

Circle, Without the warming
effect ofthe GulfStream, the

landscape would be a frozen,

inhospitable waste at this

latitude. In fact, Bodo offers

cycling, skiing, hiking, caving,

climbing, and fishing. Many
visitors come here for the

unique Arctic light, whether

the soft pastels ofwinter

that crescendo in a display of

aurora borealis or the orange

glow of summer’s midnight

sun (the best viewpoint for

both is from the Landegodc
lighthouse). Don't leave with-

out seeing the Saltstraumen

sound, where deep, swirling

eddies form every six hours

with the change in tides as

the equivalent of 160,000

Olympic-size pools ofwater

surge through a narrow' pas-

sage, Above all, northern

Norway has this to offer; the

absence of distractions and
the chance of an intimate

encounter with awe-inspiring

nature, —Arild Molstad

O

ne ofKyoto poet

Busons most famous

haikus reads; “On the

one-ton temple bell

a moon-moth, folded

into sleep, sits still.”

IfJapan is the temple bell,

Kyoto is the moth—tran-
quil, delicate, intricate, and
wildly mysterious, centuries

after the first outsider was
drawn to its woodsy hilltop

Shinto shrines and rarefied

Buddhist temples. The city

is about to get an influx of

luxury hotels, making room
for more tourists, but for now
a golden-hour walk along the

Kamo riverbank still reveals

the gentleness and grace-

fulness ofJapan's ancient

capital, as does a self-guided

tour of the 1.1-mile canalside

Philosopher's Path in the

Higashiyama neighborhood.

Transfixed by Kyoto's

wealth ofhistoric structures,

visitors sometimes overlook

the city's compelling mod-
ernist sites. The Shigemori

Residence features a dynamic
Zen garden designed by
m id-20th-century 1andscape

architect Mirei Shigemori.

Pritzker Prize winner Tadao

Andos eccentric Garden of

Fine Arts features oversize

portraits of Leonardo da

Vinci’s “The Last Supper''

and an underwater version of

Claude Monet's “Water Lil-

ies," Some tJO miles east, the

Miho Institute of Aesthetics,

with an edifice designed by

I. M. Pei, opened in 2012.

His stainless steel teardrop-

shaped chapel is a minimalist

architectural marvel that

conveys Kyoto's cutting-edge

energy, —Adam H, Graham



ST.AUGUSTINE
Florida’sfountain ofyouth

H

istory books taught us

tli at Spanish explorer

Juan Ponce de Leon

“discovered” Florida

500 years ago in 1513

while seeking the

fabled fountain ofyouth. But

before the peninsula was
claimed by de Leon, it was

home for more than 12,000

years to Palco-Indiaus who
built civilizations around its

water-filled sinkholes and left

behind archaeological^ rich

middens (giant piles of oyster

shells) as proof of their

bayside existence.

Today, finding a genuine

slice of “Old Florida” can be

a scavenger hunt. The breezy

Spanish colonial city of St.

Augustine is an exception

to the rule, A pair of marble

lions greets visitors crossing

the regal Bridge of Lions into

the walled city. Looming over

it is Castillo dc San Marcos, a

17th-century fort surrounded

by a moat and occupied at

various times by Spanish,

British, Confederate and IIS*

soldiers. The fort's warren of

chambers echoes with the

stories of pirates, three

signers ofthe Declaration

of Independence, Spanish-

American War deserters, and
even Seminole Chief Osceola,

who was incarcerated here

in 1837 for leading the native

resistance against the U.S.

Along King Street sit

historic Flagler College and
the Lightner, an antiquities

museum housed in an 1887

Spanish Renaissance Revival

masterpiece. It was commis-
sioned by oil tycoon Henry
Flagler, who is credited with

salvaging the city and plant-

ing Florida’s tourism seeds.

St. George Street, St Augus-

tine's main drag, may have
become overly touristy and

crowded with T-shirt empori-

ums and fudge shops, but the

side streets still harbor scrub-

by garden courtyards and off-

thc-radar bars, such as the

130-year-old Mill Top Tavern,

where you can imagine what
Old Florida was like before it

became the Sunshine State,

—Adam H. Graham

THESSALONIKI
A boltofGreece lightning

T

hessaloniki’s sparkling harbor is almost empty—a good
thing. It remains one of the last urban seafronts in south-

ern Europe not hemmed in by a giant marina. Instead,

wooden caiques still ply the quiet bay while footpaths

trace the meandering waterfront ofGreece’s second larg-

est city, some 320 miles north—and a world away—from
chaotic Athens. Although the euro crisis has caused ripples of

discontentment here, it's the century-old street markets filled

with ripe fruits and barrels offresh teta that symbolize this city
7
.

Tucked between relies of Byzantine and Ottoman antiquity 7 are

ait galleries, bohemian nightclubs, and culinary hot spots, all

pail ofa grassroots vision turned reality
7 by Thessaloniki’s large

(about 50 percent ofthe population) do-it-yourselfyouth

culture* “We arc driven by our optimism and positive energy for

a new way ofliving that embraces our heritage,” says Vicky

Papadimitiou, a university 7 graduate who helped Thessaloniki

garner official status as the 2014 European Youth Capital* The
best way to get the feel of this mission-driven city is on foot,

walking from the mins ofAno Poli to Aristotelous Square on

the waterfront. Then cozy up to a cafe to nibble grilled calamari

washed down with dry Macedonian wine, —Costas Christ

QUITO
Thefreshface ofEcuador’s old city

S

urrounded by bunches

ofbright sunflowers

and chamomile, Rosa
Lagla gently performs

soul-cleansing limpia

treatments in a market

just a few blocks from Plaza

de San Francisco, hub of

Quito's restored Old Town.
Rubbing handfuls of stinging

nettles, sweet herbs, and rose

petals into the skin drives out

bad energy7

,
she says, working

the plants to a pulp. With

botanicals brimming from
plastic bags, Lagla brings the

Andean healing practice to

guests of the newly restored

Casa Gangotena on the plaza.

Healer and hotel span two
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worlds, the traditional and the

modern, both reinvigorating

this city of1,5 million.

For too long, travelers have

neglected Ecuador's capital

city cn route to the nations

marquee attraction, the

Galapagos Islands. Though
its Spanish colonial center

has been enshrined as a

UNESCO World Heritage

* site since 1978, the area has

more recently undergone

a renaissance warranting

longer stays. In the past

decade, city officials have

invested nearly $500 million

to make improvements to its

historic quaiter. At Quito's

heart, cobblestoned streets

and pastel-eolored mansions
hem the revitalized San Fran-

cisco Church. Many restorers

ofthe landmark learned to

apply gold leaf, inlay wood,

and chisel statuary in a nearby

workshop with a mission to

teach skills to impoverished

teenagers with an aptitude

for art, People are primary in

Quito's new museums.
Emphasizing stontelling,

Casa del Alabado arranges its

pre-Columbian ait and arti-

facts thematically to dramatize

the mystery ofthe ancients.

Quito s historic center is now
beginning to cultivate a

vibrant nightlife. On Calle La
Ronda, music sings out from

restaurants and bars. But

Lagla lifts spirits the old way*

Sweeping up sage post-ritual,

she says, “Sefine,
el espanto* La

energia uuelve—It's gone, the

fright. Energy returns * She

could be speaking of Quito,

too* —Elaine Glume

z
“ PLACE TO WATCH: S A LENTO, ITALY “The southeastern extremity of the Apulia region has great beaches, vibrant culture, and authentic food.

La Notte della Taranta is a huge, must-see traditional/modern music festival in August.” -Stefano Brambilla, National Geographic Touring Club itafiano
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Thanukafacepaint is a mark
of beauty and heritage in

Myanmar In Hagan, a girl

embraces thin tradition*

BAGAN
A spiritualawakening inMyanmar

he once isolated nation

at the culturally rich

crossroads of India and

China is a land that

Imbues even the most
jaded traveler with a

sense ofwonder.

In Myanmar, government
reforms since 2010 and the

election of democracy activ-

ist (and Nobel Peace Prize

recipient) Aung San Sun Kyi

to parliament have propelled

a profoundly gracious land,

formerly known as Burma,

onto the world stage. IPs

about time.

Decades ofreclusion have

preserved a vibrant culture

deeply steeped in Buddhism;

especially outside the major

urban centers ofYangon
and Mandalay, daily life has

remained largely untouched

by Western trends* Rudyard
Kipling's words in Letters

From the East still ring true:

“This is Burma and it will

be quite unlike anyland you
know about.”

The best Burmese travel

experiences require a bit of

planning, but the rewards are

great—especially in Bagan,

the arid, pagoda-studded

plain along the Ayeyarwady
River in Upper Burma where
the first Burmese Buddhist

kings, their courtiers, and

other merit-seeking patrons

built thousands of religious

monuments from the 11th

to 13th centuries* According

to Burma scholar Donald
Stadtner, these 16 square

miles—despite the misguided

restoration ofsome temples

in the 1990s—rank among
Southeast Asias most signifi-

cant sacred ancient sites*

Secure an early morning

bird's-eye view ofthe monu-
ments by booking a Balloons

Over Bagan hot-air-balloon -

and-sparkling-wine trip;

profits fund community ser-

vice projects on the ground*

Spend the afternoon explor-

ing dusty trails by bicycle. At

sunset, find a perch and gaze

over the panorama ofcastle-

like structures shimmering in

the golden light*

— Ceil Miller Bouchet

VALPARAISO
Chile's soulfulport apart

G

enerations of creative pilgrims have been hooked by
Valparaiso’s weathered beauty and bohemian vibe.

Travelers have followed suit, coming for the romantic

allure of its 42 verros (hills) that ascend sharply from the

water. Stacked high with faded mansions, 19th-century

funiculars, and battered cobblestones, Valparaiso stands

in contrast to the glitzy Vina del Mar resort town to the north*

As Chile’s vital harbor, it retains the signature grittiness and
edge that often endow7 ports. But Valparaiso is also welcoming

a boom ofeateries serving inventive Chilean fare, quirky bars

offering happy mierobrews, and antiques-paeked B&Bs.
Pablo Neruda, whose former home, La Sebastians, still lords

over Cerro Bellavista, wrote Valparaiso-inspired verse: T love,

Valparaiso, everything you enfold, and everything you irradiate,

sea bride ... I love the violent light with which you turn to the

sailor on the sea night,’
5 A meander through its tangle of steep

alleyways and stairways reveals eye-catching street art and
ocean views from pedestrian passages that hug the slopes* Then
a cool breeze comes off the Pacific, night falls, and silhouettes

of hills appear against darker skies, infusing Valparaiso with

poetry that seeps through its every7 pore* —Anja Mutic
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RAVENNA
A vibrant historical mosaic in Italy

t first glance, there

hardly seems to be any

comparison between

Ravenna and Rome;
Ravenna is smaller,

sleepier, and without

Romes domed skyline or

rains* But back in the fifth

century, it was Ravenna that

served as capital ofthe West-

ern Roman Empire* In this

burgeoning city, Roman rulers

built monuments celebrating

both Christianity and their

own power—monuments
famous, then and now, for

their sweeping mosaics. Seven

of Ravenna's eight build-

ings from the fifth and sixth

centuries are spectacularly

decorated with examples of

this ancient art- *In the past,

many people couldn't read

or write says tour guide and

Ravenna native Sihia Giogoli.

“Mosaics were a way to explain

the religion, and the politi-

cal situation, to the people
”

At the Basilica ofSan Vitale,

abejeweled Empress Theo-
dora stares across the apse at

her husband, Justinian* At

SantApollinare Nuovo, two

rows oflarger-than-life saints

march toward the apse. But in

Ravenna, mosaics aren’t just

historical remnants. Visitors

admire pieces by contem-

porary mosaiei sts including

Chagall, Mathieu, and Vedova
at the MAR (Museo d’Arte

Ravenna) or poke into clut-

tered bottegas (workshops)

where modern artists use the

same methods as their Byz-

antine forebears* At the Parco

della Pace, locals relax beside

mosaic sculptures; even the

city's str eet signs glitter with

glass fragments* At the 2013
RavennaMosaico, mosaic

mania takes hold. Visitors can

gawk at new pieces, listen to ?

musicians, and learn to make
”

their own masterpieces.

—Amanda Ruggeri 5

PLACE TO WATCH: WEST FRISIAN ISLANDS, NETHERLANDS “With their sandy beaches and picturesque villages, the isles of the Wadden Sea s

are spaces of quiet beauty. I love the unique flora and fauna of Schiermonnikoog” -Paul Romer, Nations! Geographic Traveler Netherlands
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MALAWI
Africa's liquid asset

L

ocals call it the “Lake of

Stars” and it's easy to

see why. After nightfall,

paraffin lamps illuminate

Lake Malawi with a con-

stellation of firefly- like

flickers; fishermen in dugput

« canoes work the glassy waters

< as they have since before the

> era ofthe Maravi kingdom.

S Deep and clear, the teal

S lake—Africa's third largest—

3 glimmers in the Great Rift

|
Valley. Bordering Tanzania,

< Mozambique, and Zambia,

HUDSON VALLEY
New York 's original artshow

Malawi is an increasingly

steady presence within a

dynamic continent. Last

year, a political transition

introduced the world to

Joyce Banda, a progressive

new president and the sec-

ond female chiefof state in

sub-Saharan Africa. More
than a domestic shift, this

turning point presents an

imitation to explore

Africa's best kept secret.

"When you make friends

with a Malawian, they

watch out for you ” says

Moses Mphatso Kaufuki*

a blogger from the historic

British capital ofZomba.
“The depth ofAfrican

experience rests on friend-

ship—this is what makes
my country second to none

in the world.”

Where better to befriend

a local than by the lake?

Swimming boys laugh as

a kaleidoscope ofbrightly

colored fish glitter to the

surface. The only high-rise

in sight is ajumble ofsun-

bleached boulders. Malawi

offers much more than

serene lakes* Dusty roads

connect towns, and moun-
tains give way to plains of

green maize punctuated

by baobab trees. But the

nation's heart is a watery

realm where waves lap the

sand, leaving streaks of silt,

—Andrew Evans

N

ot even Rip Van
Winkle could sleep

through the cul-

tural clarion of today's

Hudson Valley. The
legendary snoozer

in Washington living's tale

might descend from his

Catskill Mountains hollow

to find some of the country s

best folk musicians at the

Clearwater Festival in Cro-

ton-on-Hudson. Founded by

now 93-year-old Pete Seeger,

the festival marks its 35th

anniversary in 2013. "Tire

Hudson must surely be one

ofthe worlds most extraor-

dinary' streams” says Seeger.

“Other rivers are longer and

start higher, but my wife and
1 and our daughter look every

daj' from the windows ofour

two-room house and see the

Hudson* Bless it!*

Just a couple hours north

ofNew York City, this is a

land ofmom-and-pop shops,

“u-pick” wildflower fields,

and organic farm stands

where “chain” is a four-letter

word* Between the Culinary

Institute of America grads

too enchanted to leave Hyde
Park and the influx ofNYC
chefs realizing the land is

greener (and apartments big-

ger) here, area eateries such

as Blue Hill at Stone Barns

are stoking locavore passions.

Artists of all media find

their muses here. Take a drive

to the newly expanded Hud-
son River School Art TVail

to see 17 sites in New York

that inspired America's great

mid-lSth-century landscape

paintings* “The views that

compose the art trail are a

national treasure” says Eliza-

beth R. Jacks, director ofthe

Thomas Cole National His-

toric Site. Or visit museums
such as the outdoor Storm

King Art Center sculpture

park to see the work ofcon-

temporary visionaries*

Some villages marry art

and music famously. In the

wonderfully weird and artsy

Woodstock, indie performers

and music icons mb elbows

and grab crusty loaves at

Bread Alone Bakery* Budding

musicians bring their bongos

to the weekly hippie drum
circle on the Village Green*

Much like Rip, Hudson
Valley wanderers often w rake

up to find this is where they

long to rest their vagabond

souls. —Sascha Zuger



An aerial view ofIndonesia's
RajaAmpat contrasts emerald
isles with sapphire seas.

RAJA AMPAT
An emerging islandEden in Indonesia

ajaAmpat lias been

dubbed the Amazon
ofthe Oceans, Is that

hyperbole? Not really.

There are single reefs

here containing more
species than the entire Carib-

bean. A mini-archipelago of

rain-forest-dad islands, cays,

mangroves, and pearlescent

beaches offthe coast ofWest

Papua, Indonesia, this

marine frontier brims with

life. Expect close encounters

with recent discoveries such

as Raja Ampat's walking

shark and pygmy seahorse,

along with more familiar

creatures—manta rays,

leatherback turtles, and

bumphead parrotfish. Not to

mention three-quarters of all

known coral species,
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The scenery proves just as

spectacular above the surface.

On Wayag, steep limestone

karsts drenched in jungle

bisect a cobalt lagoon. Tree

canopies filled with rare birds

offer lofty theater. It’s well

worth rising at 3 a.m. to wit-

ness the amorous, flamenco-

like mating dance ofthe

endemic red bird of paradise.

Remote doesn't mean
rough here* Cruise the region

aboard an upscale conversion

of a traditional phinisi schoo-

ner or stay at a hideaway such

as Misool Eeo Resort, with its

swanky overwater bungalows.

Diring is the draw, but kayak-

ing and trekking are picking

up. This is nature at its most

vivid, above and below the

water, —Johnny Langenheim

GRENADA
Caribbean with a smile

t
5

s one ofthe last truly

Caribbean islands, not yet

overwhelmed by resorts

and cruise ship crowds.

The charm ofthis lush

island lies beyond the

white-sand beach of Grand
Anse and its string ofhotels.

Grenada's capital, St.

George's, is one of the pretti-

est towns in the Caribbean,

its jumble of orange roofs

tumbling down to the harbor*

There, the gray stones of

Foil George evoke a history

that runs from 1705 through

the dark days of 1983, when
a military coup by a Com-
munist hard-liner prompted
President Ronald Reagan's

invasion ofthe island.

That was an unhappy
exception to a happy rule:

Grenadian traditions are an

amiable mix ofAfrican,

Indian, and European—much
of it coming together every

April on the country's little

Carriacou island. The
Maroon Festival features

drums, string bands, dances,

and the "Shakespeare Mas,"

in which costumed contes-

tants hurl island-accented

recitations h orn Julius

Caesar at each other* Really*

The weekly “Fish Friday"

festival in Gouyave, Grenada’s

seafood town, offers a marine

taste of true Caribbean. Ven-

dors fill the air with scents of

fish cakes, shrimp, conch, and

beer. Street music makes it a

party, with visitors welcome.

For most Grenadians, tourists

are guests, not sales targets.



Nutmeg, cloves, ginger, cin-

namon, and mace made Gre-

nada the “Spice Island,” and
culinary opportunity persists

today* The Belmont Estate

serves up such local fare as

callaloo soup and bergamot

ice cream- The dark slabs

from the Grenada Chocolate

Company are so determinedly

organic that chocolate bars

exported to Europe have been

shipped by wind power on a
square-rigged brigantine.

With mangrove-fringed

coastlines and coral reefs

just offshore, there's plenty of

nature* At Mount Hartman,

with the right guide at the

right time, you might see the

national bird: the shy Grenada
dove. Fewer than 150 remain

on Earth. Indeed, Grenada is

becoming a rare bird itself,

—Jonathan B, Toiirtdlot

MEMPHIS
Tennessee'sfast track

t's easy to forget about Memphis, a mid-

size American city wedged into the south-

west corner ofTennessee. Our collective

memory ofMemphis seems frozen in the

mid-20th century: Elvis and Graceland,

B. B* King and Beale Street, Martin Luther

King, Jr., and his “Mountaintop" speech—the
last he'd give before his assassination on the

balcony ofMemphis's Lorraine Motel in 1968.

Certain aspects ofMemphis's past stifled

the city for decades, snuffing the spirits of

residents and searing away visitors. But there's

something newly electric in the air*

The Stax Museum ofAmerican Soul Music,

located on the grounds ofthe famous Stax

Records, is at the forefront ofthat rerival The
museum, along with its Stax Music Academy
and the Soulsrille Charter School, celebrates

its tenth anniversary in 2013 with concerts,

parties, and Stax to the Max, a huge outdoor

music festival It s far from a solo act.

All around Memphis, locals are pursuing

grassroots projects more often associated

with Brooklyn or the Bay Area. The nonprofit

Project Green Fork has certified dozens of

Memphis restaurants as sustainable, linking

chefs with farmers and stimulating a vibrant

local food community along the way. Running

the culinary gamut from down-home Cen-

tral BBQ to upscale Andrew Michael Italian

Kitchen, the eateries are held to admirably

high standards in sourcing and sustainability*

And there's no better setting for a grass-

roots revival* Memphis claims one ofthe larg-

est urban parks in the country: the 4,500-acre

Shelby Farms Park, with 6,5 miles of urban

trails and a working farm. The Office ofSus-

tainability supports the city's plans to expand
the existing 35 miles of bike lanes to 85 miles

and to build a greenveay that will link Mem-
phis with cities in Arkansas and Mississippi.

“We get to innovate,” says city administrator

Paul Young. Its a fitting description for

Memphis. —Julie Schwietert Collazo

PLACE TO WATCH: LONDONDERRY (DERRY), NORTHERN IRELAND “In 2013, the U.K.'s inaugural City of Culture sets the stage for a celebra-

tion of culture, including the U.K 's most prestigious contemporary art exhibition, the Turner Prize.” -Pat Riddell, National Geographic Trailer UK
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JARASH
ARoman holiday in theJordanian sands

warm desert breeze whispers softly

through Jarashs hundreds ofRoman
columns, the bruised and fallen, the

proud and unbending alike. It swishes

about the Oval Forum, witness to this

city's ancient glory. Just 30 miles north

ofJordan's capital, Amman, Jarash was a part,

ofthe Deeapolis, a set ofsemiautonomous
cities that stretched across the Levant. With
the visit of Emperor Hadrian in A. D. 129, it

became the temporary scat of an empire. A
new- city- has arisen, but Jarash remains home
to some ofthe best preserved Roman ruins in

the world. The city was covered by sand for

so many years. Today, you can still feel how
these people lived,” says tour guide Ayman
Khattab, You can see the scars of chariots on

the original stones along the Cardo Maximus.

At the Hippodrome, you can almost hear the

clash ofgladiator battles. And at the South

Theater, contemporary sounds emerge. Its

annual summertime showcase ofnational and

international music and poetry" is Jordan's

preeminent cultural event. A modern concert

surrounded by these ancient stones deserves a

standing ovation. —Benjamin Orhach

MISSOURI RIVER BREAKS
Big sky, bigger adventures in Montana

oday I^ewis and Clark

wouldn't recognize

most of their route

from St, Louis to the

Pacific. But there’s

one plaec they'd know
in a heartbeat: a 149-mile

stretch ofthe Missouri River

in north-central Montana.

It still contains the “scenes

of visionary enchantment”

the explorers found in 1805,

where rugged sandstone

canyons meet the river, then

climb to a seemingly limitless

prairie hill of life. Bighorn

sheep and elk sip from the
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river while antelope scam-

per. Eagles scream, coyotes

sing, and prairie dogs do that

funky p dance. Even bison are

back, thanks to the Ameri-

can Prairie Reserve, a group

stitching together three

million acres of public and

private land for wildlife.

For locals, this place where
erosion slashes the prairie

is simply “the Breaks” Some
people explore it by canoe,

often stalling at Fort Benton

(make time for the frontier

history museums) and pad-
dling for days and days.

Others keep their feet dry,

but the one thing everybody

can find is quiet, the kind of

hush that amplifies birdsong,

a flutter of leaf, the melody^ of

wind, your own heartbeat.

It's not easy country". You’ll

find more cactus and prairie

rattlesnakes than people.

You'll expose yourself to

weather that can peel your

skin, freeze your flesh, bake

you to the hone* Bring sturdy

shoes, lots ofw ater—and an

open mind. In the Breaks,

you can fill it with something

good. —Scott McMiUion

UGANDA
Africa's newfrontier

U

ganda, once the corner-

stone ofAfrica’s Grand
Tour, is today bypassed

by most visitors. The
nation and its people

have been brutalized

by dictators, battered by
warlords, and negatively por-

trayed by viral videos. Safari-

goers line up in next-door

Kenya and Tanzania, with only

a few coming to Uganda to see

the famed mountain gorillas.

The land mixes savanna,

enormous lakes, rain forests,

and the glacier-dad Rwenzori

Mountains, one ofAfrica’s

tallest ranges. The headwaters

ofthe Nile originate here,

then burst through a cleft in

the rocks at Murchison Falls.

Uganda’s parade of animals

is amazingly diverse. Hippos

graze along the shores of Lake

Edward in Bwindi Impenetra-

ble National Park, while lions

lounge in the trees of Ishaslia,
^

in Queen Elizabeth National £:

Park. The star in Bwindi is the £

mountain gorilla* a species

down to about 720 animals

visible in their tiny habitat.

Uganda has tough decisions ^

ahead. Oil lies beneath the

Rift Valley, right inside Mur- S

chison Falls National Park.

Extraction seems inevitable.

But. tourism dollars could

provide an easier coexistence 3

between banana-loving goril- |

las and banana fanners in

Bwindi. —David Swanson
D

More Online: Learn when to go, £

where to stay, and how to make £

the most of these 20 places at |

tra vet,nationalgeographic com. ?
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National Geographie s Genographic Project has been breaking

new ground to uncover the mysteries of our collective past.

Now, new scientific advances allow us to go deeper than
ever, Introducing Geno 2,0 — a revolutionary new DNA test

that traces your history from the very beginning of your

ancestral lineage to your recent past. By participating, you'll

learn more about yourself than you ever thought possible —
and contribute to a broader more detailed

picture of our shared history.
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I HAVE LANDED IN THE PAGES OF

AN F.SCOn FITZGERALD NOVEL
That tliought hits me as we pull up to our hotel in Casablanca.

One of this Moroccan city’s newest lodgings, the Hotel and Spa

Lc Doge occupies a 1930s mansion* Each of its suites is named
and individually designed to honor a leading figure ofthe ait deco

epoch—Fitzgerald, Colette, Coco Chanel, Jean Cocteau, The bellhop

escorts my mother andme up a winding, crimson-carpeted staircase

and leads us to the Fritz Lang room, named for the director ofthe

1927 movie Metropolis and aptly adorned with cinema-style tripod

floor lamps and walls painted a smart, filmstrip gray. The bellhop

deposits our luggage, then turns toward my mother and, apropos

of nothing, says: “Vous avez lc del et la lumiere du Maroc dam les

yeucc, madame—Yon have the sky and the light ofMorocco in your

eyes, madam.”My mother, her sky-and-light eyes now tearful, brings

her hand to her chest and responds: "Je mis Casablancaise, Etfai

leMaroc dans man coeur
;
monsieur— I am horn Casablanca, and I

have Morocco in my heart, sir?

Claude Stren, nee Scheldt—my mother—was born in a taxicab

in Casablanca in 1941, a year before the classic film Casablanca was

released. To me, her early life seemed like a movie: glamorous in its

tumult. If Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman’s Casablanca—

filmed in studios in Burbank, California—was about longing and
loss, my mother’s Casablanca was too. Her Morocco, a country she

was forced to abandon for political and religions reasons more than

50 years ago and has longed for ever since, instilled in me a yearning

for a grander, more operatic life.

1 was born the boring way, in a hospital, and grew up in safe,

comfortable Toronto, with its grumpy overcast skies, hearing about

my mothers native city—its slicing light, its Ajax white buildings, its

temperamental, wind-tousled Atlantic shores* For as long as 1 can

rememher, my mother and I talked about an idyllic someday when
we would visit Casablanca. But she feared she would be returning

to an unrecognizable city* So we let Casablanca flourish in the haze

offantasy— until my mom celebrated her big 70th birthday in 2011
,

and we finally booked the airline tickets.

“I am afraid of confronting the work of time,” she admits to me
somewhere above the Atlantic Ocean on the plane flight over, I do
not tell her this, but I am feeling nervous too, that our high expecta-

tions will lead only to a letdown*

Place du 16Novembrds 193Os art deco architecture (above) reflects France's design influence on Casablanca.An allee qfpalms
(right) runs through FarclSESCO, restored by and namedfor theIslamicEducational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization.
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1. Tea, poured with precision, is a treat

at the Hotel and Spa Le Doge. 2. Tiles

artistically frame a doorway along the

Rue du Parc. 3. Bazaar vendors chat in

the Quart ier des Habous. 4. Colorful

tile details in Casablanca's Hassan II

Mosque complex hint at the lavish

decorations that embellish Morocco's

largest religious structure. 5, Silver-

trimmed, hand-painted tagine vessels

are used to serve Morocco's traditional

stews. 6. A woman rounds a comer in

the Quartier des Habous. an area that

was designed by French architects in

1917 to resemble a medina. 7. Savory

Berber-style chicken tagine with olives

is a popular menu item at Restaurant

Zayna.8. Grand doors at the Mahkama

du Pacha lead to its courtly interior.



STANDING ON OUR HOTEL'S ROOFTOP TERRACE, We sec Casablanca

spread before us: 193Os-style toum houses crowned with tropical

gardens filled with lemon trees and trees that locals call filles de

Fair (girls ofthe air), minarets pointing up to preposterously blue

Moroccan skies the likes ofwhich inspired Henri Matisse* But we
also see grime-veiled apartment blocks with Berber rugs dangling

over rust-scabbed balconies.

When the French established a protectorate in Morocco in 1912
,

they saw an opportunity for Casablanca to become the pinnacle of

colonial achievement: a brand-new seaside fantasia ofart deco and

neo-Moorish architecture. Paris with palm trees. But the colonial

government gave way to independence in 195 6, and today Casablanca

has a determinedly different character Redolent ofHavana or Buenos

Aires, Morocco s most populous city has a splendor ofbygone days.

Travelers in search ofa mystical, snake-charming Morocco tend to

relegate Casablanca to anight on the itinerary—a stopover en route

to the imperial cities ofMarrakech and Fes, Locals also sometimes

deride Casa, as it’s nicknamed, as a traffic-choked financial center.

But Casablanca native and Hotel Le Doge owner Mounir Kouhen
is one of a growing number of Moroccans who are committed to

rehabilitating the city’s reputation and architecture. He joins us

on the rooftop, immaculately outfitted in a charcoal gray suit and

pink tie* “We wanted to bring back Casablanca's artistic universe,

its golden age” he says* "We took three years

to renovate this building and quickly found its

soul, its heart. Now it’s ours to protect.
1
* He then

adds, “Casa is different from other Moroccan
cities. It spills over with energy,” The sounds of

horns interrupt him as if on cue. “This is the

New York City ofMorocco, But something that

people may notknow is that Casa is also a city

beloved ofJacques Brel, of Edith Piaf.”

“That is my Casa,” my mother says. “That’s

the only one I know”
In search of Brels and Piaf’s Casa, we head

to Villa Zevaco, in the city’s chic Anfa district.

Designed circa 1950 by the French-Morocean

architect Jean-Francois Zevaco, the villa gleams

with white curving balconies and opens to a

garden. Though it now houses Paul, a French

pastry chain, the building seems the kind of

glamorous retreat Piafmight have been drawn

to during the times she spent in Casablanca to

be with the love ofher life, Algerian prizefighter

Marcel Cerdan, Cerdan died in a plane crash

in October 1JH9- About their love, Piaf composed the lyrics to her

great warhorse song, Hymne a PAmouif
We ask for a coveted seat on the vast outdoor patio—the city's

bourgeois brunch hub—which is decorated with wild palms and

succulents. Morning sunshine filters through a tangle of silvery

olive trees* Next to us, women with oversize sunglasses, designer

purses, and French manicures compulsively check their BlackBerrys,

while men in Adidas tracksuits and slicked hair sip mint tea and

fidget with their iPads* I take a peek inside: Waiters in white caps

glide along black marble floors ferrying trays oftoasted baguettes,

olive oil, and honey.

Inspired by the beauty ofthe modernist Zevaco building, I sug-

gest a visit to the city’s so-called art deco district,

“I have never heard ofsuch a place,” my mother comments, poorly

concealing her irritation—as though its unfamiliarity, much like

the women and their giant eyewear, was an aet ofbetrayal, another

way the city and its people have gotten along just fine without her.

“I’d be happy to explore that area,” she says, “but first I need to

find my apartment building. My neighborhood* If I don't find that

building, I won’t function
*

So we hail a taxi to her old neighborhood. Or at least we attempt

to hail one. After about 15 minutes of strategizing, staking out

different street corners—Kouhen’s Manhattan analogy is apt—we

are triumphant and are taken on a harrowing ride to the city's core*

Ifthis is my mother’s childhood stomping ground and the former

center of la nouvelle ville, it’s also, we quickly leam, the art deco

district, “I lived in the heart ofthe art deeo district without even

knowing it!” my mother says, cheered by the discovery*

“I guess it wasn’t called that when you lived here/’ I say, stating

the obvious.

“No* It was just my neighborhood. It was beautiful, but l didn’t

think it was special; I thought the whole world looked like this ” she

answers as we passAu Petit Poucet, a cafe where the French writer

Antoine de Saint-Exupery came for coffee. An aviator as well as a

writer, Saint-Exupery stopped regularly in Casablanca in the 1920s

between flights across the Sahara to Dakar, Senegal*

The cafe reminds my mom of one of her favorite Saint-Exupery

quotes: Je de mon enjance camme d'un pays— I am from my
childhood as from a country.

“He also said something like 'Childhood is a place, a republic/”

she adds. Then she says, “To me, not finding the country ofyour

childhood is, in some ways, not finding your home or yourself”
“We'll find it ” I reassure her*

The capital ofher childhood country is the Boulevard de Paris,

where she lived* “It wras an address of"grand standing,’ ” my mother

tells me, becoming the proud little girl. However, her family was

far from wealthy (as a child, she suffered from

rickets, a result ofmalnutrition), so she and her

parents and sister made do in a tiny apartment

in the back ofa fashionable apartment building*

On this Boulevard de Paris—once trimmed with

cafe terraces and markets sellingjambon-et-

saucisson (ham and sausages)—young Claude

dreamed ofvisiting the real Paris*

“I imagined it would be like Casablanca-
sunny and beautiful—but with lovers sitting on

benches and children sending paper boats to

float in the Tbileries Garden.” When she finally

did visit Paris, with its iron sides and stubborn

drizzle, she was disappointed. “I thought Paris

would be paradise! Instead, in many ways, in

Casablanca I had paradise under my nose.”

Soon we come upon the Boulevard de Paris,

hoping to discover at least one corner of that

paradise* But it is grand only in recollection,

“This cannot be the boulevard!” my mother

exclaims to me, almost angrily, “It s so small*

The street is so narrow. It looks as if it was
made for elves. And it used to be so immaculate!”

Buildings once painted in sharp blues and whites now are dirty,

peeling, some in a state of literal collapse* We walk up and down
the block three times. My mother seems disoriented, unable to find

any signposts ofher former life. 1 begin to wonder if this trip was a

mistake—recover-the-past rarely makes for a winning travel plan*

Then she looks up and gasps “Pharmacie Minuft!”This pharmacy

was just steps from where she lived.

“The apartment must be here* I know it s here” She’s right* A few

steps away stands her building, but renumbered, scruffy, the color

ofcar exhaust. We step into this tiny province of her childhood.

“Do you recognize it?” I ask her.

“Yes, but it used to be cared for,” she says,

The building’s inner courtyard, once lush with ivy. is bare, and

flowerbeds, once tidy green quilts, are covered in concrete* making

them look like childrens tombstones,

“I remember standing in that comer ofthe courtyard” she tells me.

pointing, “with my sister and parents during the war” referring to

WorldWar II* “We were afraid that ifwe stayed in our apartment the

ceilings would collapse, so we huddled together trying to find safetyr

from the bombardments. The sound ofthe breeze in the ivy scared

me, but I pretended it didn’t* I wanted to be brave ”My mother was
three, and if she barely knew her name, the Nazi-leaning Vichy
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government, she recalls, knew it, putting hers (along with the rest

of tier family's) on the lists of those bound for Nazi concentration

camps. Then, the Americans docked in Casablanca,

“I still recall the sound ofChampagne popping,* she says ofthat

happy night, “Uniformed soldiers, tall and handsome, gave us toy

tanks and bars ofHersheys chocolate ” She pauses, then adds, ‘And

Lewis from Chicago, a soldierwho was billeted with us, fell madly
in love with my mother. Everybody did. She was beautiful;'

In that night’s delirium of relief and jubilation, my mother says,

Lewis swept her up in his arms so she might

touch the ceiling with her dimpled hand. In

tliat little moment she felt joy was boundless.

But today, we hear only the hollow sound of

pigeons flapping overhead.

“All I see now is what I do not see * she says

sadly, of Lewis, of her mother and father, ofthe

neighbor she called Tata (for aunt), who taught

her how to cook the fluffy' couscous that made
its way to our dinner table in Toronto.

Later that afternoon, her mood lifts as we
play tourist and visit the spectacular Hassati II

Mosque. Built on a promontory in homage to a

Koranic verse stating that Allah’s throne was
built upon water, the mosque was commissioned

by the late King Hassan 11 and inaugurated in

1993. Its 689-foot-high minaret is the tallest

in the world and is bejeweled in tiles the colors

of emeralds, sapphires, and tourmalines. We
w ander past fountains and under marble arches,

then spot the El Hank lighthouse, just to the

west along the shore. It is as plain in looks as

the minaret is magnificent, but its ordinariness

emanates a grandeur—ofone that has witnessed and survived. It is

the lighthouse that guided the Allies to Casablanca’s shores,

""Unlike me, it hasn’t changed. Not a wrinkle,” my mother says as

we sit atop the seawall, the waves below tossing themselves against

rocky' outcrops. “That lighthouse saved my life*

we return th E FOLLOWING day for a deeper look at the art deco

district, on a tour led by Florence Michel-Guilluy, an art historian

who has lived in Casablanca for the past five years and now- works

with Casamemoire, a nonprofit heritage-preservation association,

“Casa is an architectural laboratory set under an open sky',* she says,

“The remarkable thing is not only the diversity' ofthe building styles

but their coherence, Casablanca is a city that one must explore le

mz en Fair”—nose in the air, looking up.

So, nez en Fair, w e wander past the Gathedrale du Sacre Coeur,

a confection white as whipped cream that was built in the 1930s.

“What made Casablanca modern was the way it celebrated tradi-

tion,” sayrs Mich el-Guilluy, noting the minaret-inspired steeples.

As we walk onto broad Place Mohammed V,

MkhcLGuilluy notes, “The best examples of

Casablanca’s golden age are found here.” We
stroll over to the adjacent Parc de la Ligue

Arabe, lined with towering date palms, w'here

my mother and her mother walked. Hemming
the park are the city's main post office, built in

1918, with all the arches and vibrant mosaics

ofa Moorish palace, and the imposing Ranque
al-Maghrib, with its elaborately carved front.

More arresting to me, however, are the details

that dress ordinary apartment buildings here;

seas hells earved into stone facades, Italianate

balconies, green-and-gilt peacocks decorating

wrought iron doors.

Anita Leurent, who recently moved from
France to Casablanca, has joined our tour.

“In Casa, beaut)' is not served up to you as it

is in other places. You must seek it out. Here,

you are a treasure hunter, a ckercheur d 7or—
gold seeker. That is what is thrilling!”

W7
e pause at a 1930s town house, windows

framed with plasterwork as delicate as lace.

“There is always a detail, a secret to discover here,” say's Leurent.

In the meantime, I am also discovering family lore. As we walk

down BoulevardMohammed V, my mother remarks that the street’s

monarchal namesake was fond ofmy grandmother,

“What do you mean? King Mohammed knew her?”

“Oh, yes. She was his manicurist in the 1930s. And she was very

attractive, so he was naturally quite taken with her. He asked her

to marry' him*
‘And she said no? To the king’s proposal ofmarriage?” I exclaim,

“Well, would you want to live in

a harem?” she replies. Fair enough.

After my grandmother's stint as

the king’s manicurist, she worked
as a ticket seller at the old Cinema
Triomphe, one ofnumerous movie

theaters in Casablanca, Hollywood

had its golden age at the same time

Casablanca did—they both were

optimistic, hedonistic towns that

turned on sea, sunshine, and cine-

ma. In a place so entwined with its

Hollywood incarnation, it is fitting

that movie theaters should serve as

landmarks. We decide to visit the

best preserved and most striking

example; the Cinema Rialto, where

.Josephine Baker once sang her big

hit, "J*ai Deux Amours. 77

Recently

repainted and renovated, the Rialto

hints at a Casablanca comeback.

We curl onto a side street near

the theater and stop for a mint tea

at an outdoor cafe, where locals—

some in jeans and Nikes, some in

dj ellabas and the slipper-like shoes

called babouches— sit on cane-back
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chairs under ceiling fans whirling with the languor of dissipating

smoke rings, and tuck into chicken and lamb tagines and frosty

local beer. In establishments such as these, my mother tells me,

people used to lunch on grilled locusts—a delicacy during locust

invasions—and Oratigin a.

By the cafe, I notice vendors ladling steaming bowlfuls ofsnails

from massive cauldrons alongside bookstores selling folio editions

ofFrench classics, In these contrasts, I recognize my mother. Like

her city she is made up ofOccident and Orient, ofmismatched parts

and various lives. I came to Casablanca to discover her haunts; I

didn't expect to find her so vividly reflected in them. She is more like

her Casablanca than Fd imagined. Maybe it s ancestral, but I, too,

feel a visceral affinity to and intimacy with the country—its colors,

its flavors (everything spiked with mint and coriander and orange

water), even its pace, which tends to be at once lively and languid.

In this, Morocco's Manhattan, locals rush to cafes—only to while

away the afternoon there sipping tea.

on our last NIGHT in casaelanca we stumble into—of all the

gin joints in all the world—Rick's Cafe. Housed in an old mansion

and built into the walls of Casablanca's old medina neighborhood,

which overlooks the port, Rick’s is a universe ofArab arches, tassel -

fringed brass lamps, and potted palms. Dangling Moroccan lanterns

spend their night sending shivering shadows onto white walls, while

a bartender in a burgundy fez mixes cocktails behind a bar. Visiting

European ambassadors sip Champagne and dig into golden hillocks

ofcouscous. Here, Riek is Kathy Kriger, who opened this saloon in

2004, (Trike the movie Rick, she lives upstairs.)

“I wanted to bring the screen legend to life in Casablanca,” she

tells us. Kriger moved to the city7 in 1998 to sen e as the commercial

counselor at the U.S. Consulate. “I fell in love with the architecture

here,” she says. “Then, a day after September 11, 2001, 1 decided

to quitmy governmentjob and open Rick’s. It was the gamble of a

lifetime. I put everything 1 had into this place. I like to say that my
budget exceeded that ofthe film’s by about $50,000.”

My mother and I order a pair of pastis aperitifs as a four-piece

band begins to play Charles TVenefs 1940s tune
iC

Que Reste-t-il

deNosAmours?*(“What Remains ofOur Loves?”). The nostalgic

chanson—about lost youth and young love—could serve as both

Casablanca's anthem and the theme song to my mother's journey.

"Are you happy we finally came?” I ask her, risking hearing an

honest answer.

"Yes ” she replies, "Casa is more decrepit, sadder, but also more
beautiful than I remember.’ She stops to listen to the snowy 7

-haired

saxophonist who, I later find out, accompanied Edith Piaf at her

last conceit at Paris’s Olympia music hall

.

It’s almost midnight when we leave Rick's, knowing we're flying

home early the next morning.

"I wish 1 could pack a little corner of Casa to bring back with

me to Toronto,” my mother says, already nostalgic for the city 7 that

knew 7 her when life unspooled freshly ahead— at a moment when
her life stretches largely 7 behind her.

"Who needs luggage?” I reply. “You're already storing the sky

and light in your eyes."

Toronto-based Olivia Stren has writtenfor Elle and the Globe and

Mail. Copenhagen-basedphotographers Sisse Bkimbkko and Cotton
Coulson shot "From Russia WithLove”(October 2012).
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T
ravel can change the world.

Travelers ofthe Year is our

inaugural celebration of

amazing individuals who
explore the world with

passion and purpose. We
sifted through hundreds

of nominations to pick boundary-breaking,

world-shaking people on innovative missions.

Each ofthese dedicated voluntourists, green-

minded adventurers, and culture-embracing

pilgrims reminds us that we have the power

to reach beyond the bubble ofour daily lives,

learn from locals in far-flung places, and

make a difference both around the world and
in our own neighborhoods. Congratulations

to these visionary globe-trotters who inspire

us to expand our horizons, ask big questions,

and seek new answers.

*
ON THE ROAD

Theron Humphrey documents the oral

histories ofeverydayAmericans

T
he numbers alone are astonishing—365 days and some
66,000 miles logged on the road, 90,000 photos snapped, 60

states visited. And the cause is inspiring. Theron Humphrey
took a year to seeAmerica and record the story ofone person in film

and audio each day. This storyteller's monumental road trip echoes

the Depression-era Federal Writers Project, a W.P.A. initiative that

recorded the life stories of some 10,000 people* But Humphrey’s
oral history enterprise is rooted in a more personal motive: “1 got

stirred up and wanted to live a different life, I wanted to discover

new things and meet new peopled says 29-year-old Humphrey, who
quit his job as a fashion studio photographer and hit the highway
in August 2011 with a mission of befriending one person each day,

every day, for a year and documenting that person's life story. The
result is a personal journey published online at tkiswildidea.com ,

a site supported by $15,000 collected from 142 angel investors on

the fund-raising platform Kickstaiter. Like a Beat poet for the social

media era, Humphrey maps out his route and shares the talcs of

the people he's met along the way. There’s Liz Roma, a farmer in

Vermont. Andy Irvin, a fly fisherman in Tennessee. Spoda, a New
Mexico vagabond. Uncle Bobby, a Hawaiian eanoe craftsman. And
Patrick Millard, a Pittsburgh artist, who unexpectedly died a few

days after the interview. Humphreys “wild idea” was reinforced by

an audio interview he did with his grandfather in North Carolina.

'When my granddad died, I thought to myself, 'Here I am, shoot-

ing catalog photos of handbags made in China. But what if I trav-

eled across the country and struck up conversations with everyday

people? And what ifwe all had a recorded story wc could pass on?’"

Humphrey's histories document the tenor ofour times, spoken by

the people who populate a traveler’s landscape and framed by a

photographer with an eye for detail, “It’s in the American DNA to

seek new ideas,” says Humphrey. “That’s what drove me,”
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KID VIDEO

A Manhattan high-schooler brings

off-the-raUs adventure to a new generation

E
very traveler knows that learning the local lingo is part

ofthe pleasure ofgetting to know a new place. Butfrontside
Upslide .. . backside crooked-grind ... kiekflip?What language

is this? It’s the lingua franca ofthe skateboarding world, an inter-

national language that has permitted 15-year-old Booker Mitchell

to take his homemade travel show to Spain, Nicaragua, and the

Brazilian Amazon. With the help oF his filmmaker mom and sup-

port ofhis dad, Mitchell scripts and stars in an unconventional Web
video series that reveals the world through the eyes and experiences

ofyoung people. BookerTravels,com tracks its gregarious star as

he navigates foreign lands by skateboarding and surfing with local

kids, '‘Travel shows for grown-ups have these really excited hosts

who talk about museums ” says Booker. “Our motto is ‘Live Life

Outside,’ and we’re trying to showhow young people really live”Web
episodes follow Booker as he rolls through new worlds, drumming
up spontaneous friendships and discovering the music, ait, food,

and geography offoreign lands. Although she’s a documentarian,

Brazil-born Tania Cypriano is far from a stage mom. “Ever since

he was little, Booker kept journals. Wherever we traveled, I took

videos. One day we realized we were documenting the world as a

kid experiences it,” The multilingual tenth-grade host, who lives in

New York City, plans the trips and keeps journals* A surfing safari

in Popoyo, Nicaragua, uncovers remote reefs and cattle traffic jams*

A trip to Barcelona’s Gothic Quarter turns up delicious bocadillos >

(sandwiches) made on a 60-year-old press that Booker describes £

as “ancient.” And a Brazilian expedition reveals something more* g

“You wouldn’t expect anyone in the Amazon to know how to skate*

Most people think ofjungles and piranhas* But 1 made friends and
|

realized that even in the middle of nowhere, kids live the same way *

I do. Lesson learned: Always bring my board with me!”





LEAPS AND BOUNDS
A Canadianfamilyfind# that apassport is the ticket to go andgrow

M ure THAN a YEAR ACo, my husband and I yanked our

two sons away from everything they knew and headed out

to discover the planet” says Heather Greenwood Davis, a

40-year-old travel writer who chronicled her family's round-the-

world journey at globetrottingmama.com.
<kThe goal was to show

our kids that their neighborhood wasn’t limited to their block, that

the world has more to offer than PlayStation 3, and that people are

way more interesting than they could imagine.” From their home
in Ontario, the Davis gang (father Ish, age 45, and boys Ethan, 10,

and Cameron, 8) embarked on an epic journey. They came face

to face with bears in British Columbia, blue-footed boobies in the

Galapagos, pandas in China, and zebras in Namibia* They watched
World Cup rugby in New Zealand, went tuk-tuk riding in Cambo-
dia, and checked in on checkers matches in Dar es Salaam. The} r

toured an orphanage in Argentina, observed evening prayers in

India, and encountered revolutionary times in Egypt, All told, the

Davis family spent 12 months on the road, visited 23 countries, and

blogged about their adventure along the way. Social media was more

than a useful tool; it was a lifeline that enabled the family to keep

in touch with home and connect with locals wherever they wrent.

Ethan and Cameron kept up with math, reading, and waiting skills

online and Skyped with their friends while their parents tweeted

and updated their Facebook page. "Over time, we learned that not

staying in touch was equally important,” says Davis, noting that

time away horn life's digital ping enabled the family to engage with

their immediate surroundings* This fall, the boys returned to school

in Toronto with broader horizons. While their grand tour may be

unconventional, it's not impossible. “We’re not a rich family, and
this did not make us any richer,” says Davis, who estimates that the

trip cost roughly $150,000 (half spent on airfare). “But you never

have mone}^ and time at the same time. This was the right year for

us. Our kids came away with a sense that the planet is a kind place,

that the world is accessible to them, and that they can befriend

people everywhere they go. It was an amazing year”
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a community-development model that does not require dedicated

space; any school, church, bakery or home with an oven can serve

as a venue for encouraging interrefigious dialogue and cooperation

among different generations and ethnic groups* “One ofmy favor-

ite exchanges was in Cape Town,” says Savova. “An elderly white

man and a young black orphan, who otherwise would never meet,

laughedJoked* and baked for hours* In a short time, they formed

a fascinating relationship, almost like grandparent to grandchild*”

HOPE FLOATS
A roundA ustralia in a rubber dinghy?

Meet a Tasmanian rebel milk a cause

D EEP sea CAVES* towering cliffs, migrating whales: Tasmania's

rugged beauty sets the perfect stage for ecotourism and
creates the ideal platform for philanthropy, as one fearless

fund-raiser sees it Tour operator Robert Pennicott is proud of his

custom-built yellow boats, which ply the pristine waters of Bruny
and Tasman Islands. But the 47-year-old formerfisherman is proud-

er still ofthe coastal conservation fund he co-ibunded in 2007; in its

first year, it saved some 50,000 seabirds from the depredations of

feral cats. That initial success turned the founder of Pennicott Wil-

derness Journeys into a daringly innovative philanthropist. In 2011,

he launched a charitable foundation (pennicottfoundatio

n

*ore.au)

and led the first-ever circumnavigation of Australia by rubber

dinghy to raise money for conservation and polio eradication.

The journey took 101 days, raised nearly $300,000 for polio vac-

cinations, and proved that clever risks can produce great rewards*

“When I die, I want to have made a difference in the world,” says

Pennicott, who dedicates at least a quarter (and up to 85 percent,

some years) of his annual profits to conservation and humanitar-

ian issues* “Every little bit helps, and a lot of little contributions

add up to make a big difference,” he says. Pennicott will soon bring

his polio philanthropy to Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Nigeria, the

last three countries where the disease remains endemic* His next

project is closer to home: HeT

s working to help rid the ocean of

floating plastic detritus* “The scale of this problem is enormous,** he

says- “The average seabird has 30 pieces of plastic in its digestive

system. About 100,000 marine animals and a million seabirds each

year are killed after ingesting or being entangled in plastics. The
vortex of plastic offthe coast of California is twice the size ofTexas—

and growing*” How can travelers help? By choosing responsible,

charitable tour operators and investing in their conservation efforts.

“Wherever you go, support companies that have good ethics and
sustainability practices,” says Pennicott* His other piece ofadvice;

“Live your dreams, and don't take no for an answer”

arrn
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ALL YOU KNEAD IS LOVE
Travelinggrad studentNadezhdaSavova

bakes up cross-cultural connections

\ ravel has taught me that the best things that happen to

us are those we never planned for or could even imagine,”

says 29-year-old Nadezhda Savova. When she inherited her

great-grandmother’s crumbling house in Gabrovo, in her native

Bulgaria, the budding anthropologist turned a burden into an op-

portunity. She organized a team oflocal volunteers and rebuilt the

structure into a community-owned Bread House and Cultural Cen-

ter where neighbors could come to bake loaves, share stories, and

form friendships* The project was such a success that the peripatetic

Princeton Ph.D, student (she*s traveled to 76 countries) has since

established similar programs in a dozen countries, from Israel to

Brazil, Russia, South Korea, and the U.S* While on a pilgrimage to

the Holy Land, Savova learned that the name Bethlehem means
“house ofbread”; she perceived that bread is acommon denomina-

tor. “In my travels, Tve always been drawn to bakeries. They help

me feel the spirit ofa place and get to know its culture, from street

ehapati vendors in India to injera home-baking in Ethiopia and

tortilla-making in Mexico. I realized that learning to bake could be

a way to engage people and creatively connect locals* Making bread
is extremely low-cost and merely takes time, creating the perfect

opportunity to talk, listen, and leam. By breaking bread with people

of all walks of life, even feuding groups could come together” The
Bread Houses Network (brend/iottsesnetwork.or^) has evolved into
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DIVING IN
HYf/t an open and cm empty next*, Linda Yuenplunges into travel

When i was in HIGH school in Lipue, Hawaii, my dream
was to sail around the Pacific,” says Linda Yuen from her

home in Honolulu. But in the early 1940s, with a world

at war and a father who hailed from Hiroshima, a holiday cruise to

Tahiti was not an option. So Yuen went to college, married a marine

biologist, and raised a family. With the exception oflong weekends

on nearby islands, family trips to national parks, and an extended

jaunt to Europe, travel was mostly a dieam deferred for the school

social worker* But something changed as Yuen approached 60: Her
curiosity about terra, incognita became a passion for seeing the world.

She became a part-time travel planner, helping others fill their pass-

ports and gaining access to discounted trips* Then Yuen packed her
suitcase. She cruised to Pacific ports—Tahiti, Bora-Bora, Moorea,

Easter Island. She explored the Galapagos. She toured Australia

and snorkelcd the Great Barrier Reef. She hiked the Milford Track

in New Zealand* She took a New Year’s Eve cruise to Antarctica.

She trekked around the safari lands ofAfrica and ambled across the

cold coasts ofNova Seotia. She visited Machu Picehu. She followed

the Silk Route across China twice. And she fell in love with Bhutan,

a Himalayan kingdom that cast such a powerful spell Yuen has now
visited three times to catcll the black-necked crane migration in the

Phobjikha Valley and study the rich culture's Buddhist traditions.

She's particularly taken with the Gross National Happiness index

that Bhutan’s former king introduced as a measure of the quality

of life on a holistic scale* “Discovering antiquity and imagining the

people who have lived in places around the world is what keeps

me traveling," says the &5-year-old. “I'm interested in archaeol-

ogy, anthropology, geography, psychology, history—everything is

interesting to me.” Sometimes Yuen coaxes her husband along on

trips; other times her globe-trotting friends tag along. No matter

how far she travels or how exotic her destination seems, she never

feels alone* “I get captured by places, and l carry them with me”



WALK THE TALK
This bucket-listjourney is a continent-

W lIEN TRAVELERS SPEAK ofdoing the Cape-to-Cairo route,

one thing is certain: They’re not talking about walking

it. But at this very moment, a pair of mission-minded

adventurers are hoofing the 7,000-mile stretch from South Africa

to Egypt to raise awareness and funds for Charity: Water, a non-

profit organization that delivers dean water to people in developing

nations. Amy Russell, the 24-vear-old ringleader ofWalking4Water,

a crew that includes her teammate Aaron Tharp and a U.S.-based

support network, admits to being a bit crazy but argues that her

two-year adventure is the most direct way to document the effect

that clean water can have on remote communities and encourage

£ philanthropy that benefits some ofthe 800 million people on the

=j
planet who don’t have access to safe water. Blogging the whole

way, Russell captures the expedition’s highs and lows at walking#

=j watenors, defining ways to make compassion count and musing on
: everyth ing from off-the-map adventures to back-and-forth border

1

1

i

i

5

length trek to raise moneyfar clean water

crossings, obscure local languages, even more obscure cuisine, the

African perspective on the AIDS crisis, and the men who propose

marriage along the way. “When you travel, it’s easy to have a tempo-

rary mind-set because you don’t stay long in one pi ace,” says Russell.

''But I think travelers should be advocates. Ifyou sec a situation that

needs help, get involved with an organization that gives voice to the

people you met. When you let your travel experiences change you

and return home with your new mind-set intact, you’ll be a better

person for it, and in turn create a better world everywhere you go in

the future.” This isn’t tire group’s first geographical journey; training

missions included a march across Connecticut and a ramble from

San Francisco to Los Angeles. Progress in Africa is slow along the

route from CapeTown through Lesotho, Swaziland, Mozambique,
Malawi, Tanzania, Ken^, Ethiopia, Sudan, and Egjpt. The mission

expects to roll into Cairo in 2014* If fortune smiles on them, two

tall glasses ofclean drinking water will be waiting.

Travelers of the Year Advisers: Jean Case CEO, Case Foundation - Russell Mitfermeier president , Conservation International * Angelique Kldjo

Grammy-wjnnrng singer Batonga Foundation founder, UNICEFgoodwill ambassador * Kwmi Naidoo international executive director, Greenpeace *

Jim Bennlng and Mike Yessl$ co-founders/editors of Worldhum.com * Jonathan Tourtellot National Geographic fellow. Center for Sustainable

Destinations * Catherine Karnow contributing photographer. National Geographic Traveler * The editors of National Geographic Traveler
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CLASS ACT
Armed with an iPad anda drive to connect huh,

thisMaryland teacher is wired to the world

T
eachers OFTEN TELL STUDENTS to Think global, act local”

After eight years as an educator at Garrison Forest School in

Owings Mills, Maryland, Diana Gross decided to take that

aphorism out for a spin. In late 2011, she embarked on a yearlong

leave ofabsence with a globe-spanning goal of digitally connecting

students and teachers by bringing technology education and mobile

video training to underserved communities. It was a wliizbang tour

for the 42-year-old Traveling Teacher (iravelimteacherbb&com) .

Gross formed a blogging connection between her Maryland stu-

dents and their counterparts in a Moscow K-12. She took the Trans-

Siberian railway to Ulaanbaatar, where she organized a ground-

breaking Skype session between Mongolian and American students.

“The Mongolian students were eager to debunk the stereotype that

all Mongolians arc nomadic and stuck in the past. They want to

he known as modern and thriving ” says Gross, who helped her

class broadcast that message. Her primary project was developing

her ‘Tell Your Own Story” workshops—mobile media production

courses focused on photo, video, and blogging—which she taught in

Cambodia, Thailand, Myanmar; and Malaysia. A few months after

her first workshop, a Cambodian boy told Gross, “Teacher, youhaw
showed us the future. None ofus want to go backward. We all want

to go forward:' Along with his friends, the boy later applied for and

won a $10,000 grant to fund a nascent media production lab. With
her mission now extended for another year, the Traveling Tcaeher

works from her home base in Siem Reap to advance her Southeast

Asia projects while raising funds to bring her 21st-century tech

curriculum to Africa and the Middle East. To her surprise, she’s

discovered that access to computers is not the primary issue facing

underserved communities. *Tve seen fully equipped, yet unused,

computer labs in Mongolia, Cambodia, and Myanmar. The problem

is that this foreign aid gift came without an adequate educational

counterpart But with effective training and low-cost mobile devices

such as the iPad and Flip camera, it’s possible to teach basic social

media skills and enable remote communities to go online, share

their voices, and join the global discussion * Who better than a

traveling teacher to help a new generation ofinternational Internet

users share their stories one byte at a time? “Never before in my life

have I felt that I was doing exactly what I am meant to be doing*

says Gross* Tt s as ifeverything iVe ever done up until this point

was pr eparing me for this work. IPs not always easy to be traveling,

but right now; I couldn't be happier.”

THE GIVING TREE
This couplepacks a lot into trips—books, toys,

andmedicalsuppliesfor kids in need

S
ometimes a generous heart is not enough, "When you're

traveling in the developing world, you meet so many needy

people* You truly want to help, but you don’t know how” says

Mary Jean Jecklin, a 65-year-old retired teacher and writer who n

lives in Sarasota, Florida. “But with a little planning, travelers can |

give something ofvalue wherever they go and enjoy a deeper level g

ofengagement with the promise of a positive outcome” Through >

their website PACforKidsxom, Jecklin and her 68 -year-old husband, §

Kel ley Rea* help travelers identify how, why, where, and what to give §

to needy children in developing countries. Their advice comes from >

a wealth ofexperience. Over a period offour decades, the couple o

have visited more than 50 countries, touring and working in Laos, ?

Cambodia, Morocco, Nigeria, Kenya, South Africa, and Mexico, 3

among others. Connecting well-intentioned donors with worthy r

recipients became their personal mission . “Responsible giving can "

be a one-on-one experience that everyone can have, and you don’t
g

have to be rich or famous to do it,” says Jecklin* PACforKids helps

travelers connect with worthy organizations such as orphanages, -

schools, and aid groups, to schedule a visit. The site also offers £

guidelines for useful, appropriate items—books, clothing, medical

supplies, toys—to take or buy on-site* The result is mutually ben-

eficial: Travelers help local children and experience a small slice of ?

life from their perspective. “It’s not just th at you're a do-gooder for ;

someone else,” says Jecklin, “You feel a personal reward yourself,” :
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AFRICAN STARS
AMaami warriorandaDenver educator bring the Serengeti to the suburbs

H ow did A maasai warrior with a magnetic personality, a

command of five languages, and aspirations to become an

ecotourism leader in his native Tanzania wind up teaching

teens in the Rockies? Ask the librarian, Paula Busey. In 2009
,
Busey

and her family headed out on safari in the Ngorongoro Conservation

Area. Although it was her first trip to the continent, the sights and
sensations felt familiar, *A lot of people go to Africa and feel that

they're home—Im one ofthem” she says. As her companions trained

their cameras on megafauna, 55-year-old Busey found herselfdrawn

to the Serengeti’s human population, particularly to her guide,

Samwel Melami Lang Idare Moll el, a 30-year-old university-educated

wildlife expert. At was magical to leam about his life—about grow-

ing up in a village of65 people, about Maasai traditions, and about

his drive to study ecology and tourism and to launch his own eco-

tourism company” she recalls.
u
As an educator, I wanted my students

to have a first-person experience like this.* Back home in Littleton,

a Denver suburb haunted hy a high school shooting and rattled by

last summers gun violence in nearby Aurora, Busey saw an oppor-

tunity to give her students an eye-opening encounter. “The students

in my school refer to their world as "the Highlands Ranch bubble.
7

1 thought that Samwel could offer them the kind of experiential

learning kids crave and a chance to identify with someone from a

very different culture,” Through craft sales and fund drives, Busey

raised enough money to bring Melami to the States, Soon after, the

man she had befriended in the Great Rift Valley stepped into her

high school wrapped in a crimson shuka and bedecked in bright

beaded jewelry.A cultural exchange had come full circle, and it had

only begun. Over five days, Melami taught some 1,500 Thunder-

Ridge High students lessons in wildlife conserv ation, cthnobotany,

tribal traditions, and African development Those students returned

the favor by raising funds to build a kitchen for a school near Aru-

sha, where Melami lives. He made a second tour in 2011 with an

expanded itinerary that included teaching at six area schools- “To sec

kids
7

worlds expanding is the reason teachers go into this field,
77

says

Busey- Melami agrees. “Traveling is a way ofdiscovering another

world and people,* he says, adding that his goal is to highlight the

importance of preserving communities and traditions, whether in

the Serengeti or in Colorado. “American kids are obsessed with

becoming adults, with finishing university and starting to work,”

says Melami. "I understand that they have anxieties. But I tell them
the Maasai don't think about tomorrow-Wejust try to make today

excellent- And if today is excellent, tomorrow will come *

Bonus Digital Features: Read extended interviews with our Travelers

of the Year, see additional photos, and learn about some of the most

important travelers in history at fra ve I. rsationalgeographic.com.
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Afghanistan: Kyrgyz
women sew in a yurt.

Winning
ithagesfrom

Traveler’s

2JfthAnnual
Photo Contest
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More than 12,000 images by

6,615 photographers living in

152 countries vied for prizes in

our 24th annual photo contest.

The winning shots, judged by

our panel of photography

experts, were taken in a striking

range of places-Myanmar, Fiji,

italy-and depict everything

from romantic landscapes to

everyday chores. What they all

capture: the power of places

and cultures to transform travel

into a profound experience,

Afghanistan
CEDRIC HOUIN

C edric. Houin, who carries

Canadian and French

citizenship, shot this image

while traveling with a friend

in the Wakhan Mountains

area of Afghanistan, which

has been spared the conflicts

ofthe war and the Taliban

regime. The pair trekked

from the Hindu Kush to the

Himalaya to document the

nomadic Kyrgyz people* In

Houin *s photograph, a Kyrgyz

mother, wearing a white veil,

and her daughter pause while

sewing* Visible behind them
are devices that connect

them with the modern world,

including a sound console,

“The intimacy ofthe moment,
shot inside a family yurt, is

in complete contrast with the

harsh environment that these

nomadic tribes inhabit,* says

Houin, “Kyrgyz tribes live

weeks away from any village.

But even though they are at

an altitude of 4,^00 meters

(14,100 feet) in one of the

most rugged, remote parts of

Afghanistan, they have cell

phones, solar panels, and
satellite dishes” Drawn to

extreme journeys, Houin has

traveled in Tajikistan, Algeria,

Chile, Indonesia, TYirkcy, and
Iceland* His next project will

focus on the question ofwhat

it takes to become a man,

(NikonD3 earner Nikkor
14-24 mmf/2.8 lens at24
mm, exposure at 1/125 second,

f/5£,
ISO 500)

Prize: Ten-day Galapagos Photography

Expedition for two courtesy of National

Geographic Expeditions
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Moc Chau, Vietnam
VO ANH KIET

n early 2012, Vo Anh Kiet,

a retired information

technologies professional who
lives in Ho Chi Minh City

(formerly known as Saigon),

traveled to north Vietnam

to photograph the spring

cherry blossoms. On the

morning of his arrival in

Moc Chau, a rural district in

the remote Son La Province

bordering Laos, fog blanketed

the landscape* “As 1 entered

a rillage called Pa Co, 1 came
across the Hmong children

playing with balloons,” Kiet

says* He was entranced by

the unexpected beauty ofthe

scene and took many photos,

including this evocative image.

Kiet, who started studying

photography when he joined

the South Vietnamese Army
in the 197t>s, says his favorite

images are “of activities of life

in the world ” He would like

to travel around Vietnam and
document the simple roadside

barbershops where ordinary

Vietnamese people go to get

their hair cut* *Tm afraid that

these ’pavement barbershops’

are becoming part ofhistory*

he explains, citing the urban-

ization and development that

have been taking place in his

homeland* He also wants to

return to the area around

Moc Chau, which he has

visited only in springtime,

to see what it is like during

the autumn harvest season,

(Canon EOS 5D Mark IT

camera, CanonEF 24-70 mm
f/2J3 lens at 70 mm, exposure

at 1/125 second,f/3.

5

f
ISO 200)

Prize: 2VHay photography course

courtesy of Santa Fe Workshops

(KSHfClt

Sicily, Italy

ANDREA GUARNERI

Although Andrea Guarneri

lives in Palermo, Sicily,

he had. never witnessed the

Processione dei Misted, or

Procession of the Mysteries,

in the nearby town of Trapani*

“It’s an ancient procession of

religious devotion that takes

place during Easter” Guarneri

explains. For the procession,

which starts at 2 p.m. on Good
Friday and lasts 24? hours, the

devotees shoulder statues

that represent the Passion

and death ofJesus Christ and

carry them along the streets

ofTfapani through the night.

Guarneri missed a fewr hours

ofthe event to rest but was

back by dawn—when he took

this photograph. He likes the

image for a number of reasons.

“I like it for how it shows the
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profound weariness ofthe

devotees, for how the ratio of

three statues and three bearers

gives balance to the image

,

and for how the photo has a

‘classical’ approach.” Guarneri

says the shot reminds him of

works by the late Sicilian

photographer Enzo Sellerio,

who documented Sicilian life,

and French photojournalist

Robert Doisneau, who found

excitement in everyday scenes,

Guarneri, a physician, began
taking pictures after his father

gave him a Leica My camera

when he was 11 years old*

“I’m attracted to images of

people and the places where

they live” He says that his

next photography project

will focus on grape harvests.

(NikonDJOO camera, Nikkor

24-70 mmf/2J8 lens at 24mm
,

exposure at 1/100 second,J/5,

ISO 640)

Prize: Admission for one to a National

Geographic Traveler photo seminar

The Best oftheRest

F red An, a physician who
recently moved to Oregon,

had seen images ofan iconic

maple tree in Portland's

Japanese Garden. “I wanted

to capture a different angle

or perspective ofthe tree,”

he says. “I love this picture

because it draws you into the

scene in a magical way” In his

free time, An enjoys going

on hiking excursions around

Oregon and photographing

his surroundings, “I love all

kinds of pictures, but any

sort oflandscape photography

is really what I like most
”

(CanonEOS5D Mark II

camera, Zeiss 21 mmf/2.8
lens, exposure at 1/100

second,f/2.8, ISO S00)

Lucia Griggi snapped her

shot of a surfer diving under

a wave in the Pacific waters

offthe coast of Fiji* “The light

had turned to a late afternoon

haze, and the reflections were

hitting the seafloor perfectly”

she recalls* "1 hoped to show
the differing perspective from

below. So few people get to

experience the beauty ofwhat
a surfer sees under the oceans

waves” Griggi, who has lived

in Italy and is now based in

California, would like to travel

to Sri Lanka to photograph

the endangered Sri Lanka
leopard in its native habitat,

(Canon EOS 5D Mark III

camera with A-series SPL
Waterhomings homing,
Canon EF 15 mmf/2+8
Finheye lens

,
exposure at

1/1250 second,f/2.8, ISO 200)
SauKhiang Chau, who is

a teacher in Malaysia, was
having coffee at a cafe in the

Moroccan mountain town of

Chefchaouene when he saw a
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group oftraditionally robed

men sitting nearby, “I was
intrigued by their gestures

and the way they dressed,” he

says. Instead of moving to get

a better angle, Chau stayed

where he was to not disturb

his subjects. “1 knew it was a

moment I must not miss
"

An important element in the

shot is the spirit offriendship

it reveals, ' Friends arc so

important in our lives ” Chau
says, “especially as we age.

When I'm old, I hope I will

have friends to talk to and
share with, like the Moroccan
men in my photo” Chau has

been to nearly 30 countries;

his next trip will take him
to Yemen. (Canon EOS5D
camera? Canon EF 70-200

mmf/2>8 lens at 150 mm,
exposure at 1/800 second,

f/2.8,
ISO 400)

Peter DeMarco wanted
to take a hot-air balloon ride

over the ancient Buddhist

temples in Eagan, Myanmar
(Burma), but didn't have

enough cash, “So I settled for

the next best thing—a bike

ride along the trails that wind

between the temples.” As he

was framing a shot of the

temples, DeMarco heard a

noise down the trail and saw

a goatherd walking past with

his goats, “I crouched down
for a lower point ofview, to

give the man and the goats

more emphasis,” DeMarco,
who has lived in Europe and
Asia for the past 14? years, is

a teacher at South Korea's

Busan University of Foreign

Studies. (Nikon D90 camera,

Nikkor 18-55 mmf/3.5-5.6

lem at 32 mm, exposure at

1/640 secondJ/13, ISO 200)
Camihi Massu, a native

ofChile who now lives in

London, grabbed the shot

ofher sister floating in rain-

pocked Lake Caburgua when
they were visiting Chile

f

s

Araueania region. “One day,

while we were swimming in

Lake Caburgua, it suddenly

began to pour,” she says. “We
stopped, amazed, and I took

the photo,”A graphic designer,

Massu says she likes images

that depict everyday moments
and fleeting events, such

as changes in the weather.

Myanmar: Goatsfolloxo

a herderpast a temple.
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She adds, “One ofmy favorite

challenges is taking photos

in and out ofwater because

ofthe range of variables that

water introduces ” (Canon

PowershotDIO camera

,

automatic setting)

Ken Thorne photographed

a child walking through a

stand ofbaobab trees during

a trip to the African island-

nation of Madagascar. He had

first visited the site at sunset,

and made a point ofreturning

in early morning. “I arrived

at dawn in the mist/ he says.

“The sun was slowly rising,

creating a lighting that was
just spectacular for shooting.

As I looked for the best angle

to compose the baobabs, a

child wrapped in a blanket

came out ofthe fog from the

distance and walked toward

me." Thorne, an arid traveler,

works at the Michael Smith

Genome Sciences Centre, in

Vancouver, Canada. (Canon
40D camera, Canon 70-300
mmf/4-5.6 lens at 105mm T

exposure at 1/500 second,

f/5.0, ISO 200)
Ken Bower, a graphic

designer and photographer

from New York, got his image

of a landscape with waterfall

on a rare sunny day in the

Danish Faroe Islands, an

archipelago that lies between
Norway and Iceland some 300
miles due north ofScotland.

“I had to wait for clouds to

move in, to proride softer

light/ he says, adding that he

stood on the edge of a facing

cliff to include the waterfall

in the shot. “I used a long

exposure because I wanted to

illustrate the movement of the

wind against the serene sea/

He also wanted to capture

the remoteness of GsLsadalur,

the village perched above

the waterfall. "Until a tunnel

was built in 2004?, the people

who live in Gasadalur had to

make a strenuous hike over

the mountains to reach the

island’s other villages.” Bower
says he is drawn to remote

places in part because they

are seldom photographed.

(Canon EOS 5D Mark II7

Zeiss Dietagon 18 mmf/3,5
lens, exposure at 70 seconds,

f/22, ISO 100)

Merit winners receive a $200 gift

certificate for B&H Photo.

In Our iPad Edition:

Hear judges' comments
about the winning photographs.

Our iPad edition is available for

download from the App Store.
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special advertising section

Nature as You’ve

Never Seen it Before.

Tanzania—land of Kilimanjaro,

Zanzibar and the Serengeti—

boasts 15 remarkable national

parks filled with exceptional

wildlife and scenery* The

opportunities for travelers are

limitless—hot air balloon and
wilderness walking safaris,

bird watching, day and night
Elephants roam the Serengeti

gqme viewing , ChimpanZe

e

tracking, mountain climbing, and canoeing. Each

park's animal life, biodiversity, and scent

make it distinct, and each holds remote
undisturbed nature that will make you

want to stay forever-^ar at least come
back again soon, fanzamaparks.com

*Y,

Acura. Proud to Support
the Arts and Culture.

Acura sponsored Natfona/

Geographic Trave/er ’

s

summer series of Photo

Seminars in Los Angeles,

Chicago, Washington, D.C.,

and South Orange, New
Jersey, Participants improved

their photography skills with

National Geographic pros

and got a first-hand look at

the all-new Acura RDX at a
complimentary reception*

See the RDX for yourself at

Accira.com.

The Nikon D600
“Full Story” Contest

Who will get to tell their "full story" to

the world on a brand new full-framed

Nikon D600? Be sure to check the finalist

announcements on 12/17/12, And look

for the finalist’s photo essays, photo tips,

and lots more in the weeks to come.

Go to naffona/geograpMc.com/rr/kon

P<

Nikon
At the heart of the image

World’s Best Travel

Experiences
Take a trip with National Geographic
to experience the magic of the

world’s most spectacular destinations

in a colorful new travel gift book
illustrated in full color and covering

400 extraordinary places chosen by
National Geographic’s travel editors

and contributors,

natfona/geograp/ifc* com/books

FUJIFILM ! X-El

NATIONAL
GFOGHAFHIC

WORLD’S BEST
TRAVEL

EXPERIENCES

2
r .y -J "y
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FUJIFILM X-El

Available in two classic designs,

the FUJIFILM X-El is a premium
interchangeable lens digital camera
system that utilizes Fuji film’s propri-

etary 16.3 Megapixel APS-C X-Trans

CMOS sensorTM and X-Mount for

use with FUJINON XF lenses, all in

a compact, travel-friendly body.
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Points of Departure is a listing of advertisers who would like to offer you additional information about their products and services.

To get more fOi circle the number on the attached card rj TextTRDEC foliowed by the

Information: and mail orfax to 888-847-6035 ™ category circle# below to 41411

For instant access, visit us

online atngt-travelenfo.com

Travel the U.S.A. (circle 500)
1. ALASKA

Alaska, Beyond Your Dreams. Within Your Reach^.

It's like nothing else on earth. Getyour FREE official

Alaska State Vacation Planner today]

2. MONTANA
Cloaked in snow from Glacier to Yellowstone

National Parks with 15 storied ski areas in between.

3. MONTANA'S YELLOWSTONE COUNTRY
Winter in Yellowstone Country. The heart of skiing

with 4 ofthe 5 biggest ski areas in Montana and the

longest Nordic season in the lower 48 states.

4. SCOTTSDALE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU
Scottsdale's rugged Sonoran Desert is yours to

explore. Float high in a hotair balloon or saddle up

with a horseback ride across pristine desert terrain.

5. WHITEFISH
r
MT

Expl ore worl d-class recreation
,
go u rnnet d i n ing a nd

cozy lodging-just 25 miles from Glacier National

Park's otherworld ly landscapes,

Text TR DEC 500 to 41411

Transportation (circle 502)
6. THE ALASKA MARINE HIGHWAYSYSTEM

See Alaska with our fleet of 11 state ferries, as we
con nect yo u to the best Alas ka h as to offer. Joi n us

for our 50th anniversary!

7. TURKISH AIRLINES
Still Europe's Best Still getting better. Chosen

Europe’s Best Airline in the world's largest passenger

satisfaction su rvey, the SkytraxWorld Ai rl i ne Awards.

Text TR DEC 502 to 41411

Travel the World (circle 503)
8. ACTIVEADVENTURES

Offering a variety multi -activity adventures in New
Zealand, Peru, Patagonia, Ecuador and the

Galapagos Islands, and theHimalayas.

9. CUENCA, ECUADOR
H idde n treasu ne i n the Andes, a city full OfCharm and

tradition: Cuenca, a World Heritage Site since 1999.

10.

ENCHANTED EXPEDITIONS
Enchanted Expeditions offers custom active travel

vacations to Ecuador and the Galapagos Islands.

Join us for a trip of a lifetime.

11JOURNEYS INTERNATIONAL

Search for the tigers of India, gaze at the wonders

of the Serengeti, marvel at the Inca ruins in Peru

or choose fnom 155 oth er am azi ng adve ntu res

.

12. ORION EXPEDITION CRUISES
Luxury expeditions & authentic experiences to

remote destinations such as Borneo, Antarctica,

Papua New Guinea, the Russian Far East& more]

13.

VAGABOND ADVENTURE TOURS OF IRELAND

Award-winning, small-group adventure & cultural

tou rs to the hidden corners of I re Ian d . Gua ranteed

departures, scheduled 5-12 day tours.

Text TRDEC 503 to 41411

Traveler Getaways (circle 507)
14 .ADVENTURE LIFE

Authentic and active travel experiences in

legendary locations worldwide. Small ship

cruises, group tours, and custom trip planning.

15. AFRICA ADVENTURE COM PANY

25 years planning tri ps. Join a small group or

customize your own safari.We wrote Africa's Top

Wildlife Countries!

16. ASIATRANSPACIFIC JOURNEYS - 800-642-2742

17. CANADIAN RIVER EXPEDITIONS - 800-297-6927

18. CANOE ARCTIC, INC. - 867-872-2308

19. DEEPER AFRICA- 888-658-7102

20. DESTINATION HIMALAYA - 800-694-6342

21. MOUNTAIN LODGES OFPERU
First class lodge-to-lodge trek along the Salkantay

Inca Trail to Mach u Picchu (7 days-6 nights Cusco

to Cusco).

22. PACIFIC DEUGHTTQURS - 800-221-7179

23. PALM SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA
An outdoor playgrou nd with year-round sunshine

to explore ancient canyons, blooming desert

vistas and majestic mountains.

25. TARATOURS - S00-327-00S0

24 . W!IDE ftNESS TRAVEL - 800-368-2794

26. WILLAMETTEVALLEYVISITORS ASSOCIATION
Only a few miles from Portland, OR, Willamette

Valley seems a world away. Hike, bike, sip and

savor your way through pinot-rich wine trails.

27. ZEGRAHM EXPEDITIONS
Weaving together the world’s most inspiring and

remote destinations-on all seven continents—into

unique, all-inclusive itineraries.

Text TRDEC 507 to 41411

Travel Marketplace (circle 508)
28. EARTHEASy.COM

LifeStraw is the award-winning personal water

filter, designed to provide you with safe, clean

drinking water in ary situation.

29. GOBI GEAR
The Hobo roll provides ultra light gear storage with

separate internal compartments, compression

straps, and drawstring end closure.

30. GGMOTION
Making wea ra b le I ighting p rod ucts fo r ru n ne rs

,

hikers, walkers and anyone interested in being

active outside after dark.

31. MISSION WORKSHOP - 415-864-7225

32. RIBZ
RIBZ Front Pack is designed for the Adventure

e nth u si a st. Keep yo u r c rrtitca I gea r where yo u

need it.

33. RITE INTHE RAIN- 253-922-5000

34. SIERRATRADINGPQST.COM
Save 35-70% everyday on name brand clothing,

footwear, luggage and outdoor gear.

35. STEGER MUKLUKS
Manufactured i n Ely, Minnesota. We proudly make
the warmest and most comfortable winter boots

and moccasins in the world,

36. TICK TOCK NATURALS™
Made in the USA's most effective organic bug spray.

Don’t letticks/mosquitoes bite you] Chemical-

free, safe tor every BODY, kids & pets. Great smell!

37 TRAVELREST- 415-968-5111

Text TRDEC 508 to 41411
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PHOTOGRAPHY

SEMINARS

HARM FROM OUR PROS

Exciting NEW seminars!

cities!

Get insider tips from some of

the most talented photogra-

phers in the industry with more
seminarsin more citiesthan ever

before. National Geographic

experts share insights on every

aspect of the art and science of

picture taking— all skill levels

welcome!

Sign up now for a

city near you!

nationalqeographic.com/

nqtseminars
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NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC

TRAVELER IPEAR
SGUIDE

wiqwam.com

WI0W4M
PERFORMANCE

Blister Free

Superior Fit

RIBZ give easy access to gear and

create better balance and comfort by

redistributing your weight. For use with

any backpack or without.

RIBZWEAR.COM

Protect

yourself with

.

the

#1 ORGANIC

INSECT

REPELLENT!

j&e
ALL-WEATHER WRITING PAPER

JOURNALS* NOTEBOOKS

LOOSE LEAF * COPIER PAPER

Alt-WEATHER PENS

FREE
SHIPPING
Code; NGTRAVFS
free ground freight
to contiguous US
destinations only
EXPIRES: 1/12/13

Rlt*inth*lUiitJ

J. L, DARLING CORP, fo

TACOMA • WA, USA S e>
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THE WALLET PEN

rzXti'rtinff :^rh>rr

travelrest^
The Travel Pillow,

Reinvented.

Fnaly.A Luxurious &

Comloriabte Travel Rllow!

Keeps everything

in its place.

Ultralight, Durable,

Versatile.
www.travelrest.net

www.THEwalletpeni,com

PERSONAL WATER FILTER

buylifestraw. com

Safely •*.

HYDRATE
ANYWHERE

Built-In Watertight, Crushproof Case

PELICANProGear

EXTREME TEMP

WWW peli canprog e a r. cqm/ppg 1

PLEASE VISIT

THE TRAVEL

MARKETPLACE AT

ngt-travelinfo.com

Mall

Steger Mukluks & Moccas
Are Proudly Made In Ely, Minnesota!!
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NATIOMAL
GEOGRAPHIC

TRAVELER

GETAWAYS
The Essential Guide for Planning Your Next Journey

AFRICA

EXPLORE THE
SERENGETI

* Teeming with

Wildlife

* The Wildebeest

Migration

* Upscale Camping
and Luxury Lodges

DEEPER ] A ERIC A

www,decpera£ncaxom 88S-658-7102

Call today to learn about Orion's
J§£

luxurious and eco-friendly adventure/
to some of the most remote

; 7

destinations in the world. |£ ir

Complimentary Charter Flight s
on select 201 3 sailings! :

%

i Vaflie SjBSbO

\A

POE I H WEI 1
<

ej

:ontact Ellison Poe
3oe@poetravel.com

(800) 727-1960

Vhoto Cultwiwl Tours
India Bhutan * Mongolia * Nepal ‘Tibet

L 800.694.6342
www.Destination Himalaya.net AsiaTranspacific^y Journeys

www.AsiaTranspacilic.com 800-642-2742

15-Day Eyes on Elephant Safari 1o Zimbabwe
2013 Departures: Jun 22, Jul 13, Aug 03, Aug 17, Aug 31, Sep 07, Sep 21

14-

Day Gorilla Safari to Uganda and Rwanda
2013 Departures: Feb OS (Tuesday), Jul 01 (Monday), Sep 01 (Sunday)

1

5-

Day Serengeti Explored Safari to Tanzania

2013 Departures: Jan 19, Feb 09, Mar 09, inn 08, Jul 03, Jul 22, Aug 03, Aug 24,

Sep 17
r
Od 12, Dec 2!

Join one of our tailored safari programs or contact us for quality custom travel

1-800-882-9453

Photographic Safaris to Africa's Top Wildlife Countries
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SSSWU5UCTTV
ADVENTURES! ADVENTURES

Wf fNEW ZEALAND

S*Z££«
^Jl^onourlncredible^ventu res

FIND YOUR
INNER

EXPLORER
Adventure and tranquility, country farms

and urban tasting rooms, cozy bed and

breakfasts and contemporary hotels await

you along our Willamette Valley Wine Trails,

Sip, savor and relax in Oregon Wine Country.

With over 250 wineries, you'll want to

return again and again to drink it all ini

www.OregonWineCountry.org

OREGON. WE LOVE DREAMERS."

Hf
""^mcredible

Himalaya,,
adventur,

Exclusive Lodges
Guided Treks Small Groups

NGT@mountainlodaesofDeru.com

www.mountainlodgesofperu.com

1 -877-491-5261

Mountain Lodges of Peru

j
^ ^

Peru Galapagos Costa Rica Belize

AN worlv/

f

.

800 - 344-6118
www.Adventure-Life.com/NGT

Adventl:hf.
(

- p * v p |

Antarctica Guatemala Amazon Patagonia
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ASIA

up to $1,000 Savings
On Luxury CHINA or INDIA Tours

EUROPE

CHINA “12 1o 17 Days from $3,199*

FwaSterFlus* hotels and Executwe Suites on board five Star Victor a Cruises

F or travel dates in 201 3-20 1 4 tram ouf China Experienc* brochure.

Must book by Nov. 30„ 2012.

INDIA -12 Days from $4,199*

Five Star hotels aid UNESCO World Heritage Sightseeing

Fof travel dates Nov. 1 ,
Doc. 6. 2012 / Jan. 10. Feb. 7, Mar. 7 2013.

Must be paid in luH by Deo. 1 5,2012.

*Pfbes artm paean based m duu'jb occupancy and dM&ntf Include IranRpadfc air

Gr milial s rrval and depcinun: transfers Dtfens Game* rjit ujirMiGd wiffl all,- uffKJf alter,

ptwnoftin or discount afters are vsid ter listed trawl (fifes and nust tie bntoft djp!

expiration Dates gfflnve. CSI &3S0&3S-^O jr

Fw derails ptease call or dick today, 8

@1 PACIFIC DELIGHT TOURS i

800-221 -71 79 www.paQifiCdeli 9htt0urs.com

Small-group adventure

tours of Ireland
Remote, In-Depth, One-of-a-Kind
Far-off destinations, expert leaders, unique adventures

—

the ultimate In expedition travel to Southeast Asia, Africa.

Alaska, the South Pacific, and beyond.

ZEG RAHM
w ww.zegrahm .com

CttPSPITIOMS 800.628,8747

EXCITING ADVENTURES TO
UNIQUE DESTINATIONS’

9 Days

from S 259ft*

Visit Cuba
Its People & Culture

Departs February 0 Marth 2013

YMTs Pee pie -to -People program will include a full-time

schedule of education a (exchanges and interaction with local

people, intended to give visitors a meaningful understanding

of the Cuban culture. This program features:

£ nights in Havana * 2 nights i n Cayo Santa Marta * Old Havana

Reined ios • Che Guevara Museum Visit a tobacco farm

Indies round-trip airfare from Miami to Cuba, 6 nights hotel

accommodations, a professionally-trained Cuban guide and 15 meals.

Priceperpers/dbl occup. A frfart to/from Miami is extra. Pius $20

baggage fee/44 tia, max/roundtrip flight From Miami fa Cuba,

mv<mmhmbtmutt/aiktm #0- JMttbp til Qtpemem
ofthe Ttctusw/f QffkeofiiM&Q

n

Asiitt Control

v**r
«mt
vacations

It i lMi*e to travel

For reservations & details call

7 days a week:

1 -800-736-7300

Califonic/s ultimate

desert playground.

lJOURNEYS 800-255-8735
IN iLHN A ! ( U N A L AMCO CAS * A SIA

Pacific - Poles
Custom & small group

travel since 1978 .

SOUTH AMERICA

Peru - Ecuador
Custom made itineraries to Central and

South America Since 1980

Explore the Nahanni, Tatshenshini,

Alsek, Firth and other remote

wilderness rivers. Mountains and

glaciers, abundant wildlife, incredible

scenery and superb hiking.

<«&

www.nahanni.com

CANADIAN RIVER EXPEDITIONS 800-297-6927

TO ADVERTISE IN TRAVELER GETAWAYS, CALL LAURA ROBERTSON AT 212-610-5555. TRAVELER GETAWAYS ios



HILTON
HHONORS

Enjoy your Holidays

with Heart.

m

You can count on us to feed families in need.

Hilton
GardenInn

HGl.com 1 -877-STAY HGI

WHEN YOU STAY AT A HILTON GARDEN INN ENJOY:

* CONVENIENT FULL-SERVICE RESTAURANT & BAR

- COMPLIMENTARY WI-FI

* COMPLIMENTARY FITNESS CENTER

In support of Holidays with Heart, from November 18, 201 2 to

January 6
, 2013, Hilton Garden Inn® will make a donation to Feeding

America to help provide meals to families in need. To learn more

about Holidays with Heart and what it means to the community,

visit HGLcom/Holidays.

FEEDING
AMERICA

©2013 Hilton Worldwide.
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S
orrow was never more beautiful. India's Taj Mahal, fashioned from marble

and heartbreak* was built by Mogul emperor Shah Jahan as a tomb for

his beloved consort, Empress Mumtaz Mahal, who died in childbirth. The
bejeweled Taj, completed circa 1647 and located in the city ofAgra, is con-

sidered the most ravishing example ofMogul architecture. The mausoleum has

survived invading Jats and colonial Brits, who pried out the lapis during India’s 1857

rebellion. They later restored the building and erected a scaffold to protect it from

Axis bombing raids in WWIL The Taj now faces its deadliest enemy: environmen-

tal degradation, as the sinking water table of the Yamuna River speeds the decay of

the wood base supporting the structure, threatening it with collapse. —Andrew nelson

BV THE NUMBERS: The bejeweled Taj

Mahal took 22 years to complete

and had a crew of 20.000 workers

and 1,000 elephants.

DOME VIEW: The nearly 200-fbot-tall

dome is actually a dome within a

dome. The bulbous outer shell is

much larger than the interior one.

Ifthe exterior dome were visible

from inside, the Taj's symmetry

would be spoiled,

GRIEF OR BELIEF? Recent theories

claim the Taj was designed not to

express love but as a map to the

Judgment Day interpreted by the

Sufis, a mystical sect of Islam.

FAMILY FEUD: Shortly aller the Taj

was finished, Shah Jahan was over-

thrown and imprisoned by his son,

who later did his filial duty and

buried his father next to Mumtaz.

RESTING IN PEACE: The ornate

sarcophagus that visitors see is

empty. Shall Jahan 5 and his em-

press’s real graves are in the tomb’s

lower level, hidden from tourists.

Marks on the floor indicate the

tombs’ locations below,

NIGHT LIGHT: The Taj can be visited

after dark on the night ofa full

moon, and two days before or after

it. The mausoleum is closed on

Fridays and during Ramadan.

FREEWAY OF LOVE: Tourists' travel

time from New Delhi to the in-

dustrial city ofAgra was halved to

about two hours last August with

the opening ofthe six-lane Yamuna

Expressway.

FLOWER POWER: The tip ofthe Taj is

designed to look like a lotus.

GOING GREEN: The trimmed lawns

surrounding the building reflect

an English tradition, not an Indian

one. Before the British raj, the Taj’s

gardens boasted forests ofbanana,

apple, and orange trees.

DREAMY DESCRIPTION; India's poet

Rabindranath Tagore called the Taj

“a teardrop on the cheeks of time.”

On Our iPad Edition: View

a 360-degree panorama for

a bird's-eye view of the Taj Mahal,
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WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME SOMETHING
INSPIRED YOU TO BE CREATIVE?

The new EOS Rebel T4i and EF lenses.
See which EOS Rebel T4i settings and EF lens captured this shot

at imaqinatiQn.usq.canQn.com . Long Live Imagination.

Canon
imageANYWARE

©2012 Canon U.S.A.. Inc. Canon and EOS are registered trademarks of Canon Inc. IMAGEANYWARE is a trademark of Canon. All Rights Reserved.


